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1 Survey overview 
 
Over a period of four days between September 4 and September 7, 2011, grammar surveys were 
conducted at nine sites on Miyakojima as part of the joint survey of the National Institute for 
Japanese Language and Linguistics. The survey sites were Bora, Uruka, Miyaguni, Yonaha, 
Kurima, Kugai, Karimata, Ikema, and Kuninaka. The surveyed items comprised the 37 verbal 
items included in Ryūkyū Rettō no Gengo no Kenkyū: Zen-Shūraku Chōsahyō (Studies on the 
Languages of the Ryukyu Islands: Survey Sheets for All Villages; henceforth ‘the Zen-Shūraku’), 
compiled in 1982 by the Okinawa Center for Language Studies.  The verbal items included there 
have been selected with the purpose of getting a grasp of the conjugation classes of the dialects of 
the Ryukyuan languages in mind; included were Japanese regular verbs, comprising strong as well 
as weak regular verbs with stems ending in sounds such as *b, *m, *k, *g, *s, *t, *n, *r, *w, and 
irregular verbs, namely aru ‘to be (inanimate); to exist’, iru ‘to be (animate)’, kuru ‘to come’, 
suru ‘to do’, and nai ‘to be absent; to be nonexistent’. In order to be able to identify the 
conjugation class of each verb, their perfective1 (e.g. suru), negative (e.g. shinai), past (e.g. shita), 
and continuative (e.g. shite) forms were all included as sub-items. 
The perfective forms were included in order to identify perfective aspect verb forms. The 
negative forms were included in order to identify the base stems of the verbs. Although base stems 
can also be obtained from imperative and hortative forms, the negative forms were chosen because 
imperative and hortative forms are not available for non-volitional verbs. The past tense forms 
were included in order to identify any onbin verb stems2. In the Northern Ryukyuan languages, 
onbin stems can also be identified in continuative forms. The continuative forms were included in 
the Zen-Shūraku in order to determine whether onbin stems are used in forms other than past tense 
forms in the Southern Ryukyuan languages.  
For the joint survey on Miyakojima, we amended the Zen-Shūraku to include example sentences. 
The example sentences were included in the amended survey sheet as part of the research project 
The Study of the Linguistic Geography of the Miyako Dialects of Ryukyuan , JSPS KAKENHI 
                                                   
1 Translator’s note: throughout, the author uses the term ‘daihyōkei’, meaning ‘representative form’, 
akin to the term ‘dictionary form’. 
2 Translator’s note: ‘euphonic stems’; see section 4.1 for an explanation. 
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Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research (B), led by Satoshi Nishioka (Okinawa International 
University), in order to make it easier to obtain the conjugated verb forms. The method used in the 
survey consisted of asking the informants to translate the example sentences on the survey sheet 
into their respective dialects.  
Taking the considerable number of surveyed items and the number of survey days into account, 
the items were divided into three subsets and three groups of researchers tasked with eliciting the 
items of one subset each. Due to problems of informant availability and the number of available 
researchers, we were unable to form three groups and elicit all of the items at some of the sites.  
Furthermore, there were cases where a sentence was elicited but the intended word form was not 
obtained. In this chapter, I will use materials obtained in surveys I conducted in Shimajiri 3 
(December 10, 2011), Kugai4 (March 3, 2012), and Karimata5 (August 15 and 16, 2011) in 
addition to the materials obtained in the joint survey on Miyakojima.  The Shimajiri grammar 
survey is a completely new addition. In all,  data from ten sites will be examined in this chapter. 
Corresponding to the shite-type continuative of Japanese, the dialects of the Miyako language 
(henceforth simply ‘the Miyako language’ or ‘Miyako’) have two types of continuative forms. One 
type, exemplified by numiː ‘to.drink-CONTINUATIVE’ and kakiː ‘to.write-CONTINUATIVE’, is formed 
by suffixing -i to the base stem. The other type, exemplified by numitti (to.drink-CONTINUATIVE) 
and kakitti (to.write-CONTINUATIVE), ends in -ti. On the amended survey sheet the former is called 
the ‘ari-continuative’ and the latter the ‘shite-continuative’, so I will also use those terms in this 
chapter.  
The ari-continuative is used for non-conclusive predicates in compound sentences and 
sentences with multiple predicates to express how two actions take place in succession, either in a 
subordinate or in a non-subordinate manner. The shite-continuative is used for non-conclusive 
predicates in compound sentences and sentences with multiple predicates to express mainly 
non-subordinate actions. The ari-continuative is also used for the first element of a compound 
predicate. In order to be able to elicit both types of continuative forms, example sentences for both 
were made for each verb in preparing the survey sheet.  
 
  
                                                   
3 The informant was S. I., a male speaker born and raised in Shimajiri, date of birth May 6, 1937.  
4 The informant was K. Y., a male speaker born and raised in Kugai, date of birth December 23, 1926.  
5 The informant was Y. N., a female speaker born and raised in Karimata, date of birth December 15, 
1926. 
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2 Stems and suffixes 
 
Conjugated verb forms consist of elements such as the stem, suffixes, and particles 6. The 
suffixes and particles form the part that is modified according to the  intended grammatical 
meaning; the remaining, unchanging part is the stem. Verbs in the Northern Ryukyuan languages 
alternate between three stem types: base stems, onbin stems, and infinitive stems7. Among these 
three stem types, base stems and onbin stems also exist in Japanese, but infinitive stems can be 
said to be peculiar to the Northern Rykyuan languages. In this chapter, I will use ‘-’ to indicate 
boundaries between stems and suffixes, as in kak-eː, and ‘=’ to indicate boundaries between stems 
and particles, as in nudi=kara. 
 
Base stems Onbin stems Infinitive stems 
kak-aN ‘to.write-NEGATIVE’ 
tur-aN ‘to.take-NEGATIVE’ 
jum-aN ‘to.read-NEGATIVE’ 
katɕ-aN ‘to.write-PAST’ 
tut-aN ‘to.take-PAST’ 
jud-aN ‘to.read-PAST’ 
katɕ-uN ‘to.write-PERFECTIVE’ 
tu-iN ‘to.take-PERFECTIVE’ 
jun-uN ‘to.read-PERFECTIVE’ 
Table 1. The Shuri dialect of Naha City, Okinawa Island.  
 
Base stems Onbin stems Infinitive stems 
hak̕-aN ‘to.write-NEGATIVE’ 
tur-aN ‘to.take-NEGATIVE’ 
jum-aN ‘to.read-NEGATIVE’ 
hattӡ-aN ‘to.write-PAST’ 
tutt-aN ‘to.take-PAST’ 
jud-aN ‘to.read-PAST’ 
hatӡ-uN ‘to.write-PERFECTIVE’ 
tu-N ‘to.take-PERFECTIVE’ 
jum-iN ‘to.read-PERFECTIVE’ 
Table 2. The Jana dialect of Nakijin Village.  
 
As can be seen in Table 3, and as was also pointed out by Moriyasu Motonaga (1973), it is not 
necessary to posit onbin stems, as in Modern Japanese (henceforth just ‘Japanese’), or infinitive 
stems, as in the Northern Ryukyuan languages, for the Miyako language; only base stems have to 
be recognized8. The fact that it is not necessary to posit onbin stems is a notable characteristic of 
Miyako verb conjugation. Some verbs in Miyako have a base stem variant with a reduplicated 
final consonant. Among the items in our survey, kav ‘to put on (headwear)’, niv ‘to fall asleep’, 
and az ‘to say’ have such variant stems. While the perfective forms kav, niv, and az consist of 
stems ending in consonants without suffixes, their stem-final consonants are reduplicated in the 
corresponding imperative, hortative, and negative forms: kavv-i 
                                                   
6 I use the terms ‘stem’ and ‘suffix’ as defined by Shigeyuki Suzuki (1972). 
7 Translator’s note: ren’yō stems. 
8 I have adopted the terms ‘base stem’, ‘onbin stem’, and ‘infinitive stem’ for the three stem types 
from Yukio Uemura’s (1963) ‘Shuri Hōgen no Bunpō’, Okinawago Jiten (A Dictionary of Okinawan). 
In addition to these three stems types, Uemura also posits fused stems and contracted stems.  
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‘to.put.on(headwear)-IMPERATIVE’, kavv-a ‘to.put.on(headwear)-HORTATIVE’, kavv-an 
‘to.put.on(headwear)-NEGATIVE’, nivv-i ‘to.fall.asleep-IMPERATIVE’, nivv-a 
‘to.fall.asleep-HORTATIVE’, nivv-an ‘to.fall.asleep-NEGATIVE’, azz-i ‘to.say-IMPERATIVE’, azz-a 
‘to.say-HORTATIVE’, and azz-an ‘to.say-NEGATIVE’. The perfective form vː ‘to sell’ consists of a 
single long consonant without a suffix, but the corresponding imperative, hortative, and negative 
forms have stems that consists of just a reduplicated short consonant: vv-i ‘to.sell-IMPERATIVE’, 
vv-a ‘to.sell-HORTATIVE’, and vv-an ‘to.sell-NEGATIVE’. Although there are verb types with stem 
variants different from these, as well, I hope to discuss them as part of a complete description of 
the conjugated forms and conjugation types of the Miyako dialects at a later time.  
 
Base stems   
kak-an ‘to.write-NEGATIVE’ 
jum-an ‘to.read-NEGATIVE’ 
tur-an ‘to.take-NEGATIVE’ 
kavv-an 
‘to.put.on(headwear)-NEGATIVE’ 
kak-ɿtaɿ ‘to.write-PAST’ 
jum-taɿ ‘to.read-PAST’ 
tu-ɿtaɿ ‘to.take-PAST’ 
kav-taz 
‘to.put.on(headwear)-PAST’ 
kak-ɿ ‘to.write-PERFECTIVE’ 
jum ‘to.read.PERFECTIVE’ 
tu-ɿ ‘to.take-PERFECTIVE’ 
kav 
‘to.put.on(headwear).PERFECTIVE’ 
Table 3. The Shimozato dialect of Hirara.  
 
The verbs elicited in response to the following Japanese verbs have been identified as strong 
verbs: tobu ‘to fly; to jump’, asobu ‘to play’, kogu ‘to row’, iku ‘to go’, otosu ‘to drop’, dasu ‘to 
put out’, motsu ‘to carry; to hold; to have’, kiru ‘to cut’, shibaru ‘to tie up’, horu ‘to dig’, furu ‘to 
fall (e.g. rain)’, kaburu ‘to put on (headwear)’, tojiru ‘to close’, neru ‘to sleep’, kau, ‘to buy’, uru 
‘to sell’, nomu ‘to drink’, taberu ‘to eat’, you ‘to get drunk’, arau ‘to wash’, and iu ‘to say’. The 
verbs elicited in response to the following Japanese verbs have been identified as weak verbs: 
suteru ‘to discard’, oriru ‘to get off (e.g. a vehicle)’, ochiru ‘to fall’, kureru ‘to give’, morau ‘to 
receive’, okiru ‘to get up’, kiru ‘to put on (e.g. clothing)’, suwaru ‘to sit down’, miru ‘to see; to 
look’, and keru ‘to kick’. The verbs elicited in response to the following Japanese verbs have been 
identified as irregular verbs: kuru ‘to come’, suru ‘to do’, aru ‘to be (inanimate); to exist’, iru ‘to 
be (animate)’, shinu ‘to die’, and nai ‘to be absent; to be nonexistent’. 
Although nai is classed as an adjective in Japanese, the equivalent in the Ryukyuan languages is 
classed as an irregular verb. In Miyako, adjectives have conjugated forms consisting of a 
grammaticized combination of a -ku-infinitive and the existential verb az or forms containing a 
reduplicated stem, for example; the Miyako equivalent of nai is classed as a verb because it has no 
such forms. Even though it is classed as a verb, however, it of course does not have the 
morphological categories of aspect and voice, nor does it have forms for the imperative or 
hortative moods; in these respects, it has the same grammatical properties as adjectives.  
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In response to shibaru, the use of a verb corresponding to Japanese kubiru ‘to tie up’ is 
expected; in response to neru, that of a verb corresponding to nemuru ‘to sleep’; in response to 
taberu, that of a verb corresponding to kurau ‘to eat’; in response to tojiru, that of a verb 
corresponding to kuru; in response to morau, that of a verb corresponding to eru ‘to get’; in 
response to suwaru, that of a verb corresponding to wiru ‘to sit down’; in response to iru, that of a 
verb corresponding to woru ‘to be (animate)’. 
Among the weak verbs of Japanese, those with one-syllable stems ending in the vowel -i, such 
as mi-ru ‘to see; to look’, ki-ru ‘to put on (e.g. clothing)’, and ni-ru ‘to boil’, were also weak in 
Central Old Japanese (henceforth just ‘Old Japanese’), but those with two-syllable stems ending in 
either the vowel -i or the vowel -e (called ‘upper bigrade verbs’ and ‘lower bigrade verbs’, 
respectively) had a combination of weak conjugated forms, such as negative oki-zu 
‘to.get.up-NEGATIVE’ and imperative oki-yo ‘to.get.up-IMPERATIVE’, and strong conjugated forms, 
such as perfective ok-u ‘to.get.up-PERFECTIVE’ and adnominal non-past ok-uru 
‘to.get.up-ADNOMINAL’. Verbs of the latter type can be called verbs with a ‘mixed conjugation’ of 
strong and weak forms (henceforth ‘mixed verbs’). The verb shinu ‘to die’, a strong verb in 
Japanese, can be seen as having had a type of mixed conjugation combining conjugated forms 
comprising a strong conjugation stem and a suffix, such as sin-azu ‘to.die-NEGATIVE’ and sin-itari 
‘to.die-ALTERNATIVE’, with conjugated forms comprising a mixed conjugation stem and a suffix, 
such as sin-uru ‘to.die-2ND.CONCLUSIVE’ and sin-ure ‘to.die-3RD.CONCLUSIVE’9. 
  Negative Imperative Past Non-past Adnominal 
M
o
d
e
rn
 
Ja
p
a
n
e
se
 Strong 
conjugation 
‘to go’ ik-anai ik-e iQ-ta ik-u ik-u 
‘to die’ ɕin-anai ɕin-e ɕiN-da ɕin-u ɕin-u 
Weak 
conjugation 
‘to get up’ oki-nai oki-ro oki-ta ok-iru ok-iru 
‘to see’ mi-nai mi-ro mi-ta mi-ru mi-ru 
O
ld
 J
a
p
a
n
e
se
 
Strong 
conjugation 
‘to go’ ik-adzu ik-e ik-itari ik-u ik-u 
Mixed 
conjugation a 
‘to die’ ɕin-adzu ɕin-e ɕini-tari ɕin-u ɕin-uru 
Mixed 
conjugation b 
‘to get up’ oki-dzu oki-jo oki-tari ok-u ok-uru 
Weak 
conjugation 
‘to see’ mi-dzu mi-jo mi-tari mi-ru mi-ru 
Table 4. Verb conjugation types in Japanese.  
                                                   
9 The second conclusive form is used for predicates of emphatic sentences, agreeing with the focus 
particles zo, nan, ya, and ka, and is homophonous with the adnominal form. The third conclusive form 
is used for predicates of emphatic sentences, as well, agreeing with koso, and is homophonous with the 
conditional form. 
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In the Shimajiri, Karimata, and Kugai dialects, not only the negative of the Old Japanese  weak 
conjugation, but also those of the Old Japanese mixed conjugations correspond to forms in which 
the negative suffix -n is attached to a base stem ending in the vowel -i. In other words, the mixed 
conjugations of Old Japanese have become weak. In the Shimajiri and Karimata dialects shinu ‘to 
die’ has become weak, as well; it has become strong in the Kugai dialect.  
 
(1) kiːju juɾuɡaɕɕaːmai nːtaː utiɴ. (Karimata) 
 tree=ACCUSATIVE to.shake-CONTINUATIVE=too fruit=TOPIC to.fall-NEGATIVE (ochinai) 
 ‘No mandarins fall from the tree, even when you shake it. ’10 
(2) bajaː umanna uɾiŋ. (Kugai) 
 I=TOPIC here=LOCATIVE=TOPIC to.get.off-NEGATIVE (orinai) (Kugai) 
 ‘I don’t get off here.’ 
 
While forms such as the perfective and the imperative of verbs corresponding to Old Japanese 
weak and mixed verbs also follow the weak conjugation in, among others, the Bora, Miyaguni, and 
Kurima dialects, comprising a base stem ending in the vowel -i or the vowel -iː and a suffix such 
as -ru, the negative form instead follows the strong conjugation, comprising a base stem ending in 
a consonant and a suffix beginning with the vowel -u or the vowel -uː. In these dialects, the weak 
conjugation has become mixed. 
 
(3) vvaɡa tuz̩zuba smaɾi fiːɾu. (Bora) 
 you=NOMINATIVE chicken=ACCUSATIVE to.tie.up-CONTINUATIVE to.give-IMPERATIVE 
(kure) 
 ‘You tie up the chicken.’ (imperative)  
(4) utu̥ tʰa sudaŋkaija kaːssuba fuːŋ. (Bora) 
 younger.brother=TOPIC older.brother=DATIVE=TOPIC sweets=ACCUSATIVE 
to.give-NEGATIVE (kurenai) 
 ‘The younger brother doesn’t give sweets to the older brother.’ 
(5) kunu fsu̥zza azumakḁɾʲa numi miːɾu. (Bora) 
 this medicine=TOPIC to.be.sweet=because to.take-CONTINUATIVE to.see-IMPERATIVE 
(miro) 
 ‘This medicine is sweet, so try taking it.’ 
                                                   
10 Translator’s note: throughout this chapter, Japanese model sentences have been replaced by glosses 
and their English translations; the relevant Japanese conjugated verb forms of the model sentences are 
given underlined in parentheses.  
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(6) ujaː jakjuːjubaː mjuːŋ. (Bora) 
 father=TOPIC baseball=TOPIC to.see-NEGATIVE (minai) 
 ‘My father doesn’t watch baseball.’ 
 
(7) ɡumiu umaŋkai sï̥tiɾu. (Miyaguni) 
 garbage=ACCUSATIVE there=LOCATIVE to.discard-IMPERATIVE (sutero) 
 ‘Throw away the garbage over there.’  
(8) mmaː fzːfznu kïnnumai sï̥tuŋ. (Miyaguni) 
 grandmother=TOPIC to.be.old-ADNONMINAL kimono=too to.discard-NEGATIVE (sutenai) 
 ‘My grandmother doesn’t even throw away her old kimonos.’  
(9) unu maːzzu kumaŋkai kiɾi fiːɾu. (Miyaguni) 
 that ball=ACCUSATIVE here=LOCATIVE to.kick-CONTINUATIVE to.give-IMPERATIVE 
(kure) 
 ‘Kick that ball this way.’ 
(10) o̝tʰu̥too aʣaŋ koosuba ɸuːŋ. (Miyaguni) 
 younger.brother=TOPIC older.brother=DATIVE sweets=ACCUSATIVE to.give-NEGATIVE 
(kurenai) 
 ‘The younger brother won’t give sweets to the older brother.’  
 
(11) vvaŋa tuzzubaː smaɾi/sɿmaɾi fiːɾo. (Kurima) 
 you=NOMINATIVE chicken=ACCUSATIVE to.tie.up-CONTINUATIVE to.give-IMPERATIVE 
(kure) 
 ‘You tie up the chicken.’ (imperative)  
(12) utu̥ toa aʑanna/suʑanna koːsubaː fuːŋ. (Kurima) 
 younger.brother=TOPIC older.brother=DATIVE=TOPIC sweets=ACCUSATIVE 
to.give-NEGATIVE (kurenai) 
 ‘The younger brother won’t give sweets to the older brother.’  
 
There are Miyako dialects in which a mixed conjugation is used for verbs that correspond to Old 
Japanese mixed verbs. They are mixed conjugations of a different kind, however;  as will be 
discussed later, strong conjugation forms are used for the conclusive non -past and adnominal 
non-past forms of mixed verbs in Old Japanese, while they are used for the negative and hortative 
forms of mixed verbs in Miyako. The negative suffixes -uŋ and -uːŋ are used for mixed verbs, -iŋ 
and -iːŋ for weak verbs, and -aŋ and -aːŋ for strong verbs. 
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  Negative Imperative Past Non-past Adnominal 
B
o
ra
 
d
ia
le
c
t 
Strong 
conjugation 
‘to go’ ik-aŋ ik-i ik-staː ik-s ik-s 
‘to die’ sn-aŋ sn-i sn-ta sn sn 
Mixed 
conjugation 
‘to get up’ uk-uŋ uki-ɾu uki-taː uki uki-z 
‘to see’ mj-uːŋ miː-ɾu miː-taː miː miː-z 
S
h
im
a
ji
ri
 
d
ia
le
c
t 
Strong 
conjugation 
‘to go’ ik-aŋ ik-i ik-staz ik-s ik-s 
Weak 
conjugation 
‘to die’ sni-ŋ sni-ɾu sn-ta sni-z sni-z 
‘to get up’ uki-ŋ uki-ɾu uki-taz uki-z uki-z 
‘to see’ miː-ŋ miː-ɾu miː-taz miː-z miː-z 
Table 5. Verb conjugation types in the Bora and Simajiri dialects.  
 
In this chapter, we examine the conjugated forms and conjugation types by comparing them to 
those of Old Japanese, and occasionally those of Modern Japanese, as well.  
 
3 Negative forms 
 
Whether a Miyako verb follows a strong conjugation, a weak conjugation, or a mixed 
conjugation can be determined by looking at its negative form.  
Miyako negative forms end in either -an, -in, or -un. Forms in which -dʑaːn or -djaːn is 
substituted for the final -n are observed, as well. Forms ending in -an, -in, or -un take a variety of 
shapes and are used in multiple senses. Forms ending -adʑaːn, -i-dʑaːn, and -udʑaːn express the 
intention or judgment of the speaker. As the forms ending in -adʑaːn, -i-dʑaːn, and -udʑaːn are also 
formed with base stems, I will treat them together with -an in this chapter. 
 
(13) ujaː ʨiŋkzɡa bazkaiba imkaija ikaʑaŋ. (Miyaguni) 
 father=TOPIC weather=NOMINATIVE to.be.bad=because sea=ALLATIVE=TOPIC 
to.go-NEGATIVE (ikanai) 
 ‘My father won’t go to the sea, because the weather is bad.’ 
(14) ameno tho̥kjaːnna pukaŋkai nimotʦɯ idasaʥaːŋ. (Miyaguni) 
 rain=GENITIVE time=LOCATIVE=TOPIC outside=LOCATIVE=TOPIC luggage=ACCUSATIVE 
to.put.out-NEGATIVE (dasanai) 
 ‘When it’s raining, I don’t put my things outside.’ 
(15) kaɾjaː unaɡa duːnu waːjubaː vvaɴ/vvadjaːɴ. (Yonaha) 
 he=TOPIC self=GENITIVE pig=TOPIC to.sell-NEGATIVE (uranai) 
 ‘He doesn’t sell his pig.’ 
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-an is used in verbs that correspond to Old Japanese strong verbs; it is suffixed to base stems 
ending in a consonant. -in is used in verbs that correspond to Old Japanese weak verbs; when their 
negative forms are compared to other conjugated forms, they can be analyzed as uki-n, consisting 
of a vowel stem of the weak conjugation to which the suffix -n has been attached. -un is used in 
verbs that correspond to Old Japanese mixed verbs; while their imperative forms are formed by 
suffixing -ru to a vowel stem, their negative forms can be analyzed as uk-un, consisting of a 
consonant stem of the strong conjugation to which the suffix -un has been attached. When their 
conjugations are considered in their entirety, verbs whose negative forms are formed with the 
suffix -un thus follow a mixed conjugation.  
For reference, I will also give imperative forms obtained in the survey.  While imperative forms 
are formed by suffixing -i to a base stem that ends in a consonant in the strong conjugation, they 
are formed by suffixing -ru to a base stem that ends in the vowel -i or the vowel -iː in the weak 
conjugation.  
 
The Bora dialect 
Negative forms of verbs that derive from Old Japanese mixed verbs follow the mixed 
conjugation in the Bora dialect, with the suffixes -uŋ and -uːŋ. On the other hand, the forms 
corresponding to keranai ‘to.kick-NEGATIVE’, kinai ‘to.put.on(e.g. clothing)-NEGATIVE’, and 
winai ‘to.sit.down-NEGATIVE’, which derive from Old Japanese weak verbs, as well as shinanai 
‘to.die-NEGATIVE’, which derives from a strong verb, follow the strong conjugation, while the 
form corresponding to minai ‘to.see-NEGATIVE’, which derives from an Old Japanese weak verb, 
follows the mixed conjugation. As regards irregular verbs, the form corresponding to shinai 
‘to.do-NEGATIVE’ follows the mixed conjugation, while the form corresponding to inai 
‘to.be(animate)-NEGATIVE’ follows the strong conjugation. 
 
Strong conjugation 
 tubaŋ ‘to.fly-NEGATIVE’, asɿpaŋ ‘to.play-NEGATIVE’, numaŋ ‘to.drink-NEGATIVE’, kugaŋ 
‘to.row-NEGATIVE’, ikaŋ ‘to.go-NEGATIVE’, utusaŋ ‘to.drop-NEGATIVE’, idasaŋ 
‘to.put.out-NEGATIVE’, mutaŋ ‘to.carry-NEGATIVE’, puraŋ ‘to.dig-NEGATIVE’, ffaŋ ‘to.fall(e.g. 
rain)-NEGATIVE’, kssaŋ ‘to.cut-NEGATIVE’, vvaŋ ‘to.sell-NEGATIVE’, kavvaŋ 
‘to.put.on(headwear)-NEGATIVE’, nivvaŋ ‘to.fall.asleep-NEGATIVE’, azzaŋ ‘to.say-NEGATIVE’, 
kaːŋ ‘to.buy-NEGATIVE’, faːŋ ‘to.eat-NEGATIVE’, araːŋ ‘to.wash-NEGATIVE’, muraːŋ 
‘to.receive-NEGATIVE’, bjaːŋ ‘to.get.drunk-NEGATIVE’ 
 kiraŋ ‘to.kick-NEGATIVE’, kssaŋ ‘to.put.on(e.g. clothing)-NEGATIVE’, bzzaŋ 
‘to.sit.down-NEGATIVE’, snaŋ ‘to.die-NEGATIVE’ 
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Mixed conjugation 
 uruŋ ‘to.get.off-NEGATIVE’, utuŋ ‘to.fall-NEGATIVE’, ukuŋ ‘to.get.up-NEGATIVE’, stuŋ 
‘to.discard-NEGATIVE’, fuːŋ ‘to.give-NEGATIVE’ 
 mjuːŋ ‘to.see-NEGATIVE’, juːŋ ‘to.get-NEGATIVE’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 kuːŋ̩ ‘to.come-NEGATIVE’, suːŋ̩ ‘to.do-NEGATIVE’, uraŋ̩ ‘to.be(animate)-NEGATIVE’, njaːŋ ‘to 
be absent’ 
Imperative forms 
 piɾijo ‘to.go-IMPERATIVE=EMPHATIC’, kai ‘to.buy-IMPERATIVE’, fai ‘to.eat-IMPERATIVE’, 
jukui ‘to.rest-IMPERATIVE’, nʲivvi ‘to.fall.asleep-IMPERATIVE’ 
 miːɾu ‘to.see-IMPERATIVE’, fiːɾu ‘to.give-IMPERATIVE’, ʑʑiɾu / iʑiɾu ‘to.put.in-IMPERATIVE’ 
 kuː ‘to.come-IMPERATIVE’, ʃiːru / aʃiru ‘to.do-IMPERATIVE’ 
 
The Uruka dialect 
Negative forms of verbs that derive from Old Japanese mixed verbs follow the mixed 
conjugation in the Uruka dialect, with the suffix -uŋ, except for ukiŋ ‘to.get.up-NEGATIVE’, which 
follows the weak conjugation. The form corresponding to minai ‘to.see-NEGATIVE’, which derives 
from an Old Japanese weak verb, is the weak conjugation form miːŋ; forms for other verbs that 
derive from Old Japanese weak verbs were not obtained, however, so further details on the Uruka 
dialect remain unclear. 
 
Strong conjugation 
 tubaŋ ‘to.fly-NEGATIVE’, asɿpaŋ ‘to.play-NEGATIVE’, numaŋ ‘to.drink-NEGATIVE’, kugaŋ 
‘to.row-NEGATIVE’, ffaŋ ‘to.fall(e.g. rain)-NEGATIVE’, utusaŋ ‘to.drop-NEGATIVE’, idasaŋ 
‘to.put.out-NEGATIVE’, puraŋ ‘to.dig-NEGATIVE’, ʋʋaŋ ‘to.sell-NEGATIVE’, kɿsaŋ 
‘to.cut-NEGATIVE’, kaːŋ ‘to.buy-NEGATIVE’, faːŋ ‘to.eat-NEGATIVE’, araːŋ 
‘to.wash-NEGATIVE’, muraːŋ ‘to.receive-NEGATIVE’, bjoːŋ ‘to.get.drunk-NEGATIVE’ 
Mixed conjugation 
 urudjaŋ ‘to.get.off-NEGATIVE’, utuŋ ‘to.fall-NEGATIVE’, stuŋ ‘to.discard-NEGATIVE’, ffudʑaŋ 
‘to.give-NEGATIVE’ 
Weak conjugation 
 ukiŋ ‘to.get.up-NEGATIVE’ 
 miːŋ ‘to.see-NEGATIVE’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 kuːŋ̩ ‘to.come-NEGATIVE’ 
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Imperative forms 
 iki joː ‘to.go-IMPERATIVE=EMPHATIC’, piɾi ‘to.go-IMPERATIVE’, kai ‘to.buy-IMPERATIVE’, fai 
‘to.eat-IMPERATIVE’, jukui ‘to.eat-IMPERATIVE’, nivvi ‘to.fall.asleep-IMPERATIVE’ 
 miːɾu ‘to.see-IMPERATIVE’, kḁkiɾu ‘to.put.on-IMPERATIVE’, ffiɾu / fiːɾu ‘to.give-IMPERATIVE’, 
iʑiɾujoː / iʥiɾujoː ‘to.put.in-IMPERATIVE=EMPHATIC’ 
 kuː ‘to.come-IMPERATIVE’, 
 
The Miyaguni dialect 
Negative forms of verbs that derive from Old Japanese mixed verbs follow the mixed 
conjugation in the Miyaguni dialect, with the suffix -uŋ, except for ukiŋ ‘to.get.up-NEGATIVE’, 
which follows the weak conjugation. The form corresponding to keranai ‘to.kick-NEGATIVE’ is the 
strong conjugation form kiraŋ; forms for other verbs that derive from Old Japanese weak verbs 
were not obtained, however, so further details on the Miyaguni dialect remain unclear.  
 
Strong conjugation 
 asɿpaŋ ‘to.play-NEGATIVE’, nomaŋ ‘to.drink-NEGATIVE’, kugaŋ ‘to.row-NEGATIVE’, ikaʑaŋ 
‘to.go-NEGATIVE’, ffaŋ ‘to.fall(e.g. rain)-NEGATIVE’, utusaŋ ‘to.drop-NEGATIVE’, idasadʑaːŋ 
‘to.put.out-NEGATIVE’, motadʑaːŋ ‘to.carry-NEGATIVE’, poraŋ ‘to.dig-NEGATIVE’, kɿsaŋ 
‘to.cut-NEGATIVE’, uvaŋ ‘to.sell-NEGATIVE’, ɸaːŋ ‘to.eat-NEGATIVE’, kaːŋ ‘to.buy-NEGATIVE’, 
bjoːŋ ‘to.get.drunk-NEGATIVE’, aɾaːŋ ‘to.wash-NEGATIVE’, moraːŋ ‘to.receive-NEGATIVE’ 
 kiraŋ ‘to.kick-NEGATIVE’ 
Mixed conjugation 
 uruʑaːŋ ‘to.get.off-NEGATIVE’, utuŋ ‘to.fall-NEGATIVE’, sutuŋ ‘to.discard-NEGATIVE’, fuʑʑaŋ 
‘to.tie.up-NEGATIVE’, ɸuːŋ ‘to.give-NEGATIVE’, ituŋ ‘to.go.out-NEGATIVE’ 
Weak conjugation 
 ukiŋ ‘to.get.up-NEGATIVE’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 kuːŋ̩ ‘to.come-NEGATIVE’ 
Imperative forms 
 pʰiɾi ‘to.go-IMPERATIVE’, kai ‘to.buy-IMPERATIVE’, ɸai ‘to.eat-IMPERATIVE’, jukui 
‘to.rest-IMPERATIVE’, nivvi ‘to.fall.asleep-IMPERATIVE’ 
 miɾu ‘to.see-IMPERATIVE’, fiːɾu ‘to.give-IMPERATIVE’, s ï̥tiɾu ‘to.discard-IMPERATIVE’, ku̞ː 
‘to.come-IMPERATIVE’ 
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The Yonaha dialect 
The negative forms of some verbs that derive from Old Japanese mixed verbs follow the mixed 
conjugation in the Yonaha dialect, with the suffix -uŋ, while those of others follow the weak 
conjugation, with the suffix -iŋ. Negative forms of verbs that derive from Old Japanese weak 
verbs were not obtained, so further details on the Yonaha dialect remain unclear.  
 
Strong conjugation 
 tubaɴ ‘to.fly-NEGATIVE’, kugaɴ ‘to.row-NEGATIVE’, ikaɴ ‘to.go-NEGATIVE’, ffaɴ ‘to.fall(e.g. 
rain)-NEGATIVE’, utusaɴ ‘to.drop-NEGATIVE’, kiraɴ ‘to.kick-NEGATIVE’, kiraɴ 
‘to.cut-NEGATIVE’, idasaɴ (to.put.out-NEGATIVE) mutaɴ ‘to.carry-NEGATIVE’, vvaɴ ~ vvadjaːɴ 
‘to.sell-NEGATIVE’, kaːɴ ‘to.buy-NEGATIVE’ 
Mixed conjugation 
 urudjaɴ ‘to.get.off-NEGATIVE’, utuɴ ‘to.fall-NEGATIVE’, stuɴ ‘to.discard-NEGATIVE’, fudjaːɴ 
‘to.give-NEGATIVE’ 
Weak conjugation 
 ukiɴ ‘to.get.up-NEGATIVE’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 kuːɴ ‘to.come-NEGATIVE’ 
Imperative forms 
 iki ‘to.go-IMPERATIVE’, kai ‘to.buy-IMPERATIVE’, feː ‘to.eat-IMPERATIVE’, jukui 
‘to.rest-IMPERATIVE’, nivvi ‘to.fall.asleep-IMPERATIVE’ 
 miːɾu ‘to.see-IMPERATIVE’, kakiɾu ‘to.put.on-IMPERATIVE’, ffiɾu / fiɾu ‘to.give-IMPERATIVE’ 
 kuː ‘to.come-IMPERATIVE’ 
 
The Kurima dialect 
Negative forms of verbs that derive from Old Japanese mixed verbs follow the mixed 
conjugation in the Kurima dialect, with the suffix -uŋ. The form corresponding to keranai 
‘to.kick-NEGATIVE’ is the strong conjugation form kiɾaŋ; forms for other verbs that derive from 
Old Japanese weak verbs were not obtained, however,  so further details on the Kurima dialect 
remain unclear. 
 
Strong conjugation 
 tubaŋ ‘to.fly-NEGATIVE’, aspaŋ ‘to.play-NEGATIVE’, numaŋ ‘to.drink-NEGATIVE’, kugaŋ 
‘to.row-NEGATIVE’, ikaŋ ‘to.go-NEGATIVE’, utusaŋ ‘to.drop-NEGATIVE’, idasaŋ 
‘to.put.out-NEGATIVE’, mutɕaŋ ‘to.carry-NEGATIVE’, pɾaŋ ‘to.dig-NEGATIVE’, sɿmaɾaŋ 
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‘to.tie.up-NEGATIVE’, ffaŋ ‘to.fall(e.g. rain)-NEGATIVE’, tssaŋ ‘to.cut-NEGATIVE’, muɾaŋ 
‘to.receive-NEGATIVE’, vvaŋ ‘to.sell-NEGATIVE’, faːŋ ‘to.eat-NEGATIVE’, kaːŋ 
‘to.buy-NEGATIVE’, aɾaːŋ ‘to.wash-NEGATIVE’, bjoːŋ ‘to.get.drunk-NEGATIVE’ 
 kiɾaŋ ‘to.kick-NEGATIVE’ 
Mixed conjugation 
 uruŋ ‘to.get.off-NEGATIVE’, utuŋ ‘to.fall-NEGATIVE’, ukuŋ ‘to.get.up-NEGATIVE’, stuŋ 
‘to.discard-NEGATIVE’, fuːŋ ‘to.give-NEGATIVE’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 kuːŋ̩ ‘to.come-NEGATIVE’ 
Imperative forms 
 iki ‘to.go-IMPERATIVE’, piɾe ‘to.go-IMPERATIVE’, smaɾe ‘to.tie.up-IMPERATIVE’, idaɕeː 
‘to.put.out-IMPERATIVE’, jaɾaɕe ‘to.give(-CAUSATIVE)-IMPERATIVE’, ʨi̥ɕe 
‘to.cut-IMPERATIVE’, keː ‘to.buy-IMPERATIVE’, feː ‘to.eat-IMPERATIVE’, jukui / juke̝ ː 
‘to.rest-IMPERATIVE’, nivvi ‘to.fall.asleep-IMPERATIVE’ 
 miːɾʊ ‘to.see-IMPERATIVE’, fiːɾu ‘to.give-IMPERATIVE’, stiɾo ‘to.discard-IMPERATIVE’, zʑiɾo 
‘to.put.in-IMPERATIVE’ 
 kuː ‘to.come-IMPERATIVE’ 
 
The Kugai dialect 
Negative forms of verbs that derive either from Old Japanese weak verbs or from mixed verbs 
follow the weak conjugation in the Kugai dialect, with the suffixes -iŋ and -iːŋ. Furthermore, the 
form corresponding to shinai ‘to.do-NEGATIVE’, which derives from an Old Japanese irregular 
verb, is the weak conjugation form ʃiːŋ. The forms corresponding to keranai ‘to.kick-NEGATIVE’ 
and shinanai ‘to.die-NEGATIVE’ follow the strong conjugation. While the forms corresponding to 
kinai ‘to.put.on(e.g. clothing)-NEGATIVE’ and winai ‘to.sit.down-NEGATIVE’ follow the strong 
conjugation in other dialects, the weak conjugation forms kiʃiŋ and biʒiŋ are used in the Kugai 
dialect. 
 
Strong conjugation 
 tubaŋ ‘to.fly-NEGATIVE’, aspaŋ ‘to.play-NEGATIVE’, numaŋ ‘to.drink-NEGATIVE’, kugaŋ 
‘to.row-NEGATIVE’, ikaŋ ‘to.go-NEGATIVE’, utasaŋ ‘to.drop-NEGATIVE’, idasaŋ 
‘to.put.out-NEGATIVE’, mutaŋ ‘to.carry-NEGATIVE’, puraŋ ‘to.dig-NEGATIVE’, fuɾaŋ 
‘to.fall(e.g. rain)-NEGATIVE’, ksɿsaŋ ‘to.cut-NEGATIVE’, sɿmaɾaŋ ‘to.tie.up-NEGATIVE’, vvaŋ 
‘to.sell-NEGATIVE’, kavvaŋ ‘to.put.on(headwear)-NEGATIVE’, ffaŋ ‘to.close-NEGATIVE’, 
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nivvaŋ ‘to.fall.asleep-NEGATIVE’, kaːŋ ‘to.buy-NEGATIVE’, faːŋ ‘to.eat-NEGATIVE’, bjaːŋ 
‘to.get.drunk-NEGATIVE’, aɾaːŋ ‘to.wash-NEGATIVE’, andzaŋ ‘to.say-NEGATIVE’ 
 kiɾaŋ ‘to.kick-NEGATIVE’, snaŋ ‘to.die-NEGATIVE’ 
Weak conjugation 
 uɾiŋ ‘to.get.off-NEGATIVE’, utiŋ ‘to.fall-NEGATIVE’, ukiŋ ‘to.get.up-NEGATIVE’, sɿtiŋ 
‘to.discard-NEGATIVE’, fiːŋ ‘to.give-NEGATIVE’ 
 zʒiŋ ‘to.get-NEGATIVE’, kiʃiŋ ‘to.put.on(e.g. clothing)-NEGATIVE’, biʒiŋ 
‘to.sit.down-NEGATIVE’, miːŋ ‘to.see-NEGATIVE/to.be(animate)-NEGATIVE’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 kuːŋ ‘to.come-NEGATIVE’, ʃiːŋ ‘to.do-NEGATIVE’, njaːŋ ‘to be absent’ 
Imperative forms 
 iki ‘to.go-IMPERATIVE’, jukui ‘to.rest-IMPERATIVE’, kai ‘to.buy-IMPERATIVE’, idaʃi 
‘to.put.out-IMPERATIVE’, uri ‘to.be(animate)-IMPERATIVE’, kavvi 
‘to.put.on(headwear)-IMPERATIVE’, ffijoː ‘to.close-IMPERATIVE’ 
 miːɾu ‘to.see-IMPERATIVE’, fiːɾu ‘to.give-IMPERATIVE’, kḁkiɾu ‘to.put.on-IMPERATIVE’, kiʃiru 
‘to.put.on(e.g. clothing)-IMPERATIVE’ 
 kuː ‘to.come-IMPERATIVE’, ʃiːru ‘to.do-IMPERATIVE’ 
 
The Shimajiri dialect 
Negative forms of verbs that derive either from Old Japanese weak verbs or from mixed verbs 
follow the weak conjugation in the Shimajiri dialect, with the suffixes -iŋ and -iːŋ. The forms 
corresponding to keranai ‘to.kick-NEGATIVE’ and winai ‘to.sit.down-NEGATIVE’, which derive 
from weak verbs, follow the strong conjugation.  As regards irregular verbs, the form 
corresponding to shinai ‘to.do-NEGATIVE’ follows the weak conjugation. ʃiro > sru > ssu. 
 
Strong conjugation 
 tubaŋ ‘to.fly-NEGATIVE’, appaŋ ‘to.play-NEGATIVE’, numaŋ ‘to.drink-NEGATIVE’, kugaŋ 
‘to.row-NEGATIVE’, ikaŋ ‘to.go-NEGATIVE’, utusaŋ ‘to.drop-NEGATIVE’, idasaŋ 
‘to.put.out-NEGATIVE’, mutaŋ ‘to.carry-NEGATIVE’, puraŋ ‘to.dig-NEGATIVE’, ffaŋ ‘to.fall(e.g. 
rain)-NEGATIVE’, kssaŋ ‘to.cut-NEGATIVE’, fgzzaŋ ‘to.tie.up-NEGATIVE’, kavvaŋ 
‘to.put.on(headwear)-NEGATIVE’, vvaːŋ ‘to.sell-NEGATIVE’, ffaŋ ‘to.close-NEGATIVE’, nivvaŋ 
‘to.fall.asleep-NEGATIVE’, azzaŋ ‘to.say-NEGATIVE’, kaːŋ ‘to.buy-NEGATIVE’, faːŋ 
‘to.eat-NEGATIVE’, aɾaːŋ ‘to.wash-NEGATIVE’, bjaːŋ ‘to.get.drunk-NEGATIVE’ 
 kiraŋ ‘to.kick-NEGATIVE’, bzːzaŋ ‘to.sit.down-NEGATIVE’ 
Weak conjugation 
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 uriŋ ‘to.get.off-NEGATIVE’, utʃiŋ ‘to.fall-NEGATIVE’, stʃiŋ ‘to.discard-NEGATIVE’, fiːŋ 
‘to.give-NEGATIVE’, ukiŋ ‘to.get.up-NEGATIVE’, sniŋ ‘to.die-NEGATIVE’ 
 miːŋ ‘to.see-NEGATIVE/to.be(animate)-NEGATIVE’, zʒiŋ ‘to.get-NEGATIVE’, ʃʃiŋ ‘to.put.on(e.g. 
clothing)-NEGATIVE’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 kuːŋ ‘to.come-NEGATIVE’, ʃiŋ ‘to.do-NEGATIVE’, njaːŋ ‘to be absent’ 
Imperative forms 
 iki ‘to.go-IMPERATIVE’, uki ‘to.place-IMPERATIVE’, piri ‘to.go-IMPERATIVE’, kai 
‘to.buy-IMPERATIVE’, fai ‘to.eat-IMPERATIVE’, jukai ‘to.rest-IMPERATIVE’, nivvi 
‘to.fall.asleep-IMPERATIVE’ 
 miːu ‘to.see-IMPERATIVE’, fiːɾu ‘to.give-IMPERATIVE’, ʃʃiru ‘to.put.on(e.g. 
clothing)-IMPERATIVE’, kuː ‘to.come-IMPERATIVE’, ssu ‘to.do-IMPERATIVE’ 
 
The Karimata dialect 
Negative forms of verbs that derive either from Old Japanese weak verbs or from mixed verbs 
follow the weak conjugation in the Karimata dialect, with the suffixes -iŋ and -iːŋ. The forms 
corresponding to kinai ‘to.put.on(e.g. clothing)-NEGATIVE’, winai ‘to.sit.down-NEGATIVE’, and 
shinanai ‘to.die-NEGATIVE’ also follow the weak conjugation.  As regards irregular verbs, the form 
corresponding to shinai ‘to.do-NEGATIVE’ follows the weak conjugation, while the form 
corresponding to inai ‘to.be(animate)-NEGATIVE’ follows to the strong conjugation. 
 
Strong conjugation 
 tubaŋ ‘to.fly-NEGATIVE’, asbaŋ ‘to.play-NEGATIVE’, numaŋ ‘to.drink-NEGATIVE’, kugaŋ 
‘to.row-NEGATIVE’, ikaŋ ‘to.go-NEGATIVE’, utasaŋ ‘to.drop-NEGATIVE’, idasaŋ 
‘to.put.out-NEGATIVE’, mutaŋ ‘to.carry-NEGATIVE’, puraŋ ‘to.dig-NEGATIVE’, smaraŋ 
‘to.tie.up-NEGATIVE’, ffaŋ ‘to.fall(e.g. rain)-NEGATIVE’, kssaŋ ‘to.cut-NEGATIVE’, kaʋʋaŋ 
‘to.put.on(headwear)-NEGATIVE’, ffaŋ ‘to.close-NEGATIVE’, ʋʋʋaŋ ‘to.sell-NEGATIVE’, niʋʋaŋ 
‘to.fall.asleep-NEGATIVE’, azzaŋ ‘to.say-NEGATIVE’, kaːŋ ‘to.buy-NEGATIVE’, aɾaːŋ 
‘to.wash-NEGATIVE’, faːŋ ‘to.eat-NEGATIVE’ 
 kiraŋ ‘to.kick-NEGATIVE’ 
Weak conjugation 
 uriŋ ‘to.get.off-NEGATIVE’, utiŋ ‘to.fall-NEGATIVE’, ukiŋ ‘to.get.up-NEGATIVE’, ʃitiŋ 
‘to.discard-NEGATIVE’, fiːŋ ‘to.give-NEGATIVE’, ʃimiŋ ‘to.close-NEGATIVE’, kadʒiŋ 
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‘to.nibble-NEGATIVE/to.dig-NEGATIVE’, sniŋ ‘to.die-NEGATIVE’, bjuːiŋ 
‘to.get.drunk-NEGATIVE11’ 
 iʒiŋ ‘to.get-NEGATIVE’, kiʃiŋ ‘to.put.on(e.g. clothing)-NEGATIVE’, biʒiŋ 
‘to.sit.down-NEGATIVE’, miːŋ ‘to.see-NEGATIVE/to.be(animate)-NEGATIVE’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 kuːŋ ‘to.come-NEGATIVE’, aʃiŋ ‘to.do-NEGATIVE’, uraŋ ‘to.be(animate)-NEGATIVE’, njaːŋ ‘to 
be absent’ 
Imperative forms 
 iki ‘to.go-IMPERATIVE’, uki ‘to.place-IMPERATIVE’, idaʃi ‘to.put.out-IMPERATIVE’, kai 
‘to.buy-IMPERATIVE’, ɸai / fai ‘to.eat-IMPERATIVE’, jukui ‘to.rest-IMPERATIVE’, niʋi 
‘to.fall.asleep-IMPERATIVE’ 
 miːɾu ‘to.see-IMPERATIVE’, fiːɾu / ffiru ‘to.give-IMPERATIVE’, uriru ‘to.get.off-IMPERATIVE’, 
kḁkiɾu ‘to.put.on-IMPERATIVE’, ɕimiɾu ‘to.close-IMPERATIVE’, ŋ̩ɡiɾu 
‘to.return.home-IMPERATIVE’, iʒiru ‘to.put.in-IMPERATIVE’ 
 kuː ‘to.come-IMPERATIVE’, aʃiru ‘to.do-IMPERATIVE’ 
 
The Ikema dialect 
Negative forms of verbs that derive either from Old Japanese weak verbs or from mixed verbs 
follow the weak conjugation in the Ikema dialect, with the suffixes -iŋ and -iːŋ. The forms 
corresponding to keranai ‘to.kick-NEGATIVE’, kinai ‘to.put.on(e.g. clothing)-NEGATIVE’, winai 
‘to.sit.down-NEGATIVE’, and shinanai ‘to.die-NEGATIVE’ follow the strong conjugation. As 
regards irregular verbs, the form corresponding to shinai ‘to.do-NEGATIVE’ follows the mixed 
conjugation. 
 
Strong conjugation 
 tubaɴ ‘to.fly-NEGATIVE’, aɕibaɴ ‘to.play-NEGATIVE’, numaɴ ‘to.drink-NEGATIVE’, kugaɴ 
‘to.row-NEGATIVE’, ikaɴ ‘to.go-NEGATIVE’, utuhaɴ ‘to.drop-NEGATIVE’, idanaɴ 
‘to.put.out-NEGATIVE’, mutɕaɴ ‘to.carry-NEGATIVE’, furadʑaːɴ ‘to.dig-NEGATIVE’, kiɾaɴ 
‘to.cut-NEGATIVE’, ɕimaɾaɴ ‘to.tie.up-NEGATIVE’, ffaɴ ‘to.fall(e.g. rain)-NEGATIVE’, vvaɴ 
‘to.sell-NEGATIVE’, kaʋʋaɴ ‘to.put.on(headwear)-NEGATIVE’, ttadʑaːɴ ‘to.close-NEGATIVE’, 
njivvaɴ ‘to.fall.asleep-NEGATIVE’, azzaɴ ‘to.say-NEGATIVE’, kaːɴ ‘to.buy-NEGATIVE’, aɾaːɴ 
‘to.wash-NEGATIVE’, faːɴ ‘to.eat-NEGATIVE’ 
                                                   
11  bjuːiŋ may be a negative potential form corresponding to Japanese yoenai 
‘to.get.drunk-POTENTIAL-NEGATIVE’. 
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 kiɾaɴ ‘to.kick-NEGATIVE’, ttɕaɴ ‘to.put.on(e.g. clothing)-NEGATIVE’, bidʑaɴ 
‘to.sit.down-NEGATIVE’, ɕinaɴ ‘to.die-NEGATIVE’ 
Weak conjugation 
 ukiɴ ‘to.get.up-NEGATIVE’, uɾiʥaːɴ ‘to.get.off-NEGATIVE’, utiɴ ‘to.fall-NEGATIVE’, sïtiɴ 
‘to.discard-NEGATIVE’, fiːɴ ‘to.give-NEGATIVE’ 
 ʑʑiɴ / dʥiɴ ‘to.get-NEGATIVE’, bjuːiɴ ‘to.get.drunk-NEGATIVE 12 ’, miːɴ 
‘to.see-NEGATIVE/to.be(animate)-NEGATIVE’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 kuːɴ ‘to.come-NEGATIVE’, ɸuɴ ‘to.do-NEGATIVE’, njaːɴ ‘to be absent’ 
Imperative forms 
 iki ‘to.go-IMPERATIVE’, jukui ‘to.rest-IMPERATIVE’, kai ‘to.buy-IMPERATIVE’, nʲivvi / nʲiʋʋi 
‘to.fall.asleep-IMPERATIVE’ 
 miːɾu ‘to.see-IMPERATIVE’, fiːɾu ‘to.give-IMPERATIVE’, s ï̥tiɾu ‘to.discard-IMPERATIVE’ 
 kuː ‘to.come-IMPERATIVE’, assu ‘to.do-IMPERATIVE’ 
 
The Kuninaka dialect 
The form corresponding to minai ‘to.see-NEGATIVE’, which derives from an Old Japanese weak 
verb, is the weak conjugation form miːɴ; those corresponding to kinai ‘to.put.on(e.g. 
clothing)-NEGATIVE’ and winai ‘to.sit.down-NEGATIVE’, however, are the strong conjugation 
forms ʔtaɴ and bɿzaɴ, respectively. The form corresponding to okinai ‘to.get.up-NEGATIVE’, which 
derives from an Old Japanese mixed verb, follows the weak conjugation. As only a small number 
of word forms was obtained for the Kuninaka dialect, no more than a brief outline can be given at 
present. 
 
Strong conjugation 
 kavvaɴ ‘to.put.on(headwear)-NEGATIVE’, nivvaɴ ‘to.fall.asleep-NEGATIVE’, azzaɴ / al̩zaɴ 
‘to.say-NEGATIVE’ 
 sɿnaɴ ‘to.die-NEGATIVE’, ʔtaɴ ‘to.put.on(e.g. clothing)-NEGATIVE’, bɿzaɴ 
‘to.sit.down-NEGATIVE’ 
Weak conjugation 
 okiɴniː ‘to.get.up-NEGATIVE13’ 
 miːɴ ‘to.see-NEGATIVE/to.be(animate)-NEGATIVE’ 
                                                   
12  bjuːiŋ may be a negative potential form corresponding to Japanese yoenai 
‘to.get.drunk-POTENTIAL-NEGATIVE’; further confirmation is needed.  
13 niː in okiɴniː may be a sentence-final particle. 
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Irregular conjugation 
 ahoɴ / asoɴ ‘to.do-NEGATIVE’, njaːɴ ‘to be absent’ 
Imperative forms 
 miːɾu ‘to.see-IMPERATIVE’, ɸiːɾu ‘to.give-IMPERATIVE’, ɕimiɾu ‘to.close-IMPERATIVE’, ko̝ ː 
‘to.come-IMPERATIVE’, asso ‘to.do-IMPERATIVE’ 
 
3.1 Summary of negative forms 
As it was not possible to obtain data for all the survey items at all the sites where the verb 
conjugation survey was conducted, the number of word forms that were obtained is limited, but 
when comparing the conjugation types of the Northern Ryukyuan languages (the dialect s of 
Okinawa Island in particular), Old Japanese, and the Miyako language, the following observations 
can be made.  
 
(i) Miyako has strong, weak, mixed, and irregular conjugation types.  
(ii) Verbs deriving from Old Japanese strong verbs consistently follow the strong 
conjugation in Miyako. 
(iii) The verb corresponding to keru ‘to kick’, which derives from an Old Japanese weak verb, 
follows the strong conjugation in Miyako.  
(iv) The verb corresponding to miru ‘to see; to look’, which derives from an Old Japanese 
weak verb, follows the weak conjugation in some dialects and the mixed conjugation in 
others. 
(v) Verbs deriving from Old Japanese mixed verbs follow the weak conjugation in the Kugai, 
Karimata, Ikema, and Kuninaka dialects, while they follow the mixed conjugation in the 
Bora, Uruka, Miyaguni, Yonaha, and Kurima dialects.  
(vi) The verb corresponding to shinu ‘to die’, which derives from an Old Japanese mixed 
verb, follows the weak conjugation in the Karimata and Shimajiri dialects, while it 
follows the strong conjugation in the Bora, Kugai, and Ikema dialects 14. 
                                                   
14 In the Nishizato dialect of Miyako, according to Moriyasu Motonaga (1973), the form snan 
‘to.die-NEGATIVE’, among others, follows the strong conjugation, while the forms sniru 
‘to.die-IMPERATIVE’, sniriba ‘to.die-CONDITIONAL’, and others follow the weak conjugation. 
Furthermore, in a survey on the Nobaru dialect of former Ueno Village I conducted in November 2011 
(the informant: Y. N., male, b. 1943), both a strong form, snattiː uː ‘to be about to die’, and a weak 
form, snittiː uː ‘to be about to die’ were obtained for expressing an impending boundary point of the 
event referred to by the verb. Of these, the former expresses the impending inception point of a 
volitional action, while the latter expresses an impending terminal point of a non -volitional change of 
state. All kinds of conjugated forms have to be examined in order to determine what the conjugation 
type of sn ‘to die’ is and which of its conjugated forms follow the weak conjugation. It is interesting to 
note that there are different mixed conjugation variants in different diale cts. Together with the question 
of how these things have arisen, these are matters to be resolved in future research.  
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(vii) A phenomenon is observed in the dialects of Okinawa Island in which  verbs deriving 
from Old Japanese weak verbs have changed into strong verbs; similarly, the form 
corresponding to keranai ‘to.kick-NEGATIVE’, which derives from an Old Japanese weak 
verb, follows the strong conjugation in every Miyako dialect, while the same holds for 
kinai ‘to.put.on(e.g. clothing)-NEGATIVE’ in the Bora and Ikema dialects, and for winai 
‘to.sit.down-NEGATIVE’ in the Bora, Shimajiri, and Ikema dialects. Not enough word 
forms were obtained draw conclusions regarding the other dialects.  
(viii) Although a phenomenon is observed in the dialects of Okinawa Island in which verbs 
deriving from Old Japanese mixed verbs have changed into strong verbs (i.e. into verbs 
with -r-stems), such a change is not observed in Miyako.  
(ix) In the Kugai, Shimajiri, and Karimata dialects, the forms corresponding to kinai 
‘to.put.on(e.g. clothing)-NEGATIVE’, winai ‘to.sit.down-NEGATIVE’, and enai 
‘to.get-NEGATIVE’ also follow the weak conjugation.  
(x) The form corresponding to shinai ‘to.do-NEGATIVE’, which derives from an Old 
Japanese irregular verb, follows the weak conjugation in the Kugai, Karimata, and 
Shimajiri dialects, while it follows the mixed conjugation in the Bora and Ikema 
dialects. 
 
An interesting fact regarding the lexical meaning of negative verbs is that there were multiple 
sites where the negative form of miz ‘to see; to look’ was used in addition to uraŋ as a present 
tense negative form of uz ‘to be (animate)’. 
 
(16) tunaznna imma miːŋ. (Shimajiri) 
 next.door=LOCATIVE=TOPIC dog=TOPIC to.be(animate)-NEGATIVE 
 ‘My neighbors don’t have a dog.’  
(17) tunaznu jaːnna inna miːŋ. (Kugai) 
 next.door=GENITIVE house=LOCATIVE=TOPIC dog=TOPIC to.be(animate)-NEGATIVE 
 ‘My neighbors don’t have a dog.’  
 
4 Past tense forms 
 
Irrespective of whether a verb is strong, weak, mixed, or irregular, the suffixes used for the past 
tense are -taː, -ta, -tai, and -tazɿ. Unlike in Japanese and the Northern Ryukyuan languages, 
voicing of the -t- in these suffixes is not observed in strong verbs. As the sound changes ri > i, 
exemplified by tuzɿ ‘bird’ and pazɿ ‘needle; pin’, and ru > z, exemplified by piru > pizɿ ‘garlic’ and 
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saru > sazɿ ‘monkey’, have occurred in Miyako, -tazɿ, -tai, -taː, and -ta must derive either from 
-tari or from ‑taru. 
 
The Bora dialect 
Irrespective of whether a verb is strong, weak, mixed, or irregular, the suffix used for the past 
tense is either -taː or -ta, in which the final -z has undergone lenition. The sole exception is ataɿ 
‘to.be(inanimate)-PAST’, in which -taɿ is used. 
 
Strong conjugation 
 tubztaː ‘to.fly-PAST’, asɿpɿta ‘to.play-PAST’, kugztaː ‘to.row-PAST’, ikstaː ‘to.go-PAST’, 
utustaː ‘to.drop-PAST’, idasutaː ‘to.put.out-PAST’, mutsɿta ‘to.carry-PAST’, numta 
‘to.drink-PAST’, fʋmtaː ‘to.put.on(footwear)-PAST’, puzɿtaː ‘to.dig-PAST’, fʋztaː ‘to.fall(e.g. 
rain)-PAST’, piztaː ‘to.go-PAST’, smaztaː ‘to.tie.up-PAST’, ksstaː ‘to.cut-PAST’, kaʋtaː 
‘to.buy-PAST’, arɔʋta ‘to.wash-PAST’, fɔʋta ‘to.eat-PAST’, bjuːtaː ‘to.get.drunk-PAST’, kavtaː 
‘to.put.on(headwear)-PAST’, niʋtaː ‘to.fall.asleep-PAST’, fʋːtaː ‘to.close-PAST’, aztaː 
‘to.say-PAST’, vvitaː ‘to.sell-PAST’, ksstaː ‘to.put.on(e.g. clothing)-PAST’, kiztaː 
‘to.kick-PAST’, fttstaː ‘to.tie.up-PAST’, bzːtaː ‘to.sit.down-PAST’, sntaː ‘to.die-PAST’ 
Mixed conjugation 
 uritaː ‘to.get.off-PAST’, utɕitaː ‘to.fall-PAST’, stɕitaː ‘to.discard-PAST’, ffitaː ‘to.give-PAST’, 
bakitaː ‘to.divide-PAST’, piŋgita ‘to.escape-PAST’, ukitaː ‘to.get.up-PAST’ 
 miːtaː ‘to.see-PAST’, iːtaː ‘to.get-PAST’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 kstaː ‘to.come-PAST’, sɿːtaː ‘to.do-PAST’, ataɿ ‘to.be(inanimate)-PAST’, utaː 
‘to.be(animate)-PAST’ 
 
The Uruka dialect 
Irrespective of whether a verb is strong, weak, mixed, or irregular, the suffix used for the past 
tense is -tazɿ. Forms in which -taː is used are also observed.  
 
Strong conjugation 
 tuvzɿtazɿ ~ tubzɿtazɿ ‘to.fly-PAST’, asɿ̥pˢɿtaᶻɿ ‘to.play-PAST’, iksɿtaᶻɿ ~ ikstaː ‘to.go-PAST’, 
kugzɿtazɿ ‘to.row-PAST’, utus̩ taᶻɿ ~ utus̩taˑ ‘to.drop-PAST’, idasɿtazɿ ‘to.put.out-PAST’, 
mutsɿtazɿ ‘to.carry-PAST’, numtazɿ ‘to.drink-PAST’, funtazɿ ‘to.put.on(footwear)-PAST’, 
puzɿtazɿ ‘to.dig-PAST’, muduɾi pizɿtaᶻɿ ‘to.return to.go-PAST’, fᶻɿtaᶻɿ ~ fᶻɿtaː ‘to.fall(e.g. 
rain)-PAST’, kaʋtazɿ ‘to.put.on(headwear)-PAST’, kautazɿ ‘to.buy-PAST’, foːtazɿ ~ fautazɿ ~ 
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foutazɿ ‘to.eat-PAST’, murautazɿ ‘to.receive-PAST’, bjuːtazɿ ‘to.get.drunk-PAST’, aɾautazɿ 
‘to.wash-PAST’, ʋːtazɿ ‘to.sell-PAST’, kstazɿ ~ ksɿːtazɿ ‘to.cut-PAST’, sɿmazɿtazɿ ‘to.tie.up-PAST’, 
ksɿtazɿ ‘to.kick-PAST’ 
 
Mixed conjugation 
 uritaː ~ uɾitazɿ ‘to.get.off-PAST’, utitaᶻɿ ~ utitaː ‘to.fall-PAST’, piŋ̩ɡitaː ‘to.escape-PAST’, stitazɿ 
~ stitaː ‘to.discard-PAST’, ffitazɿ ‘to.give-PAST’, bakitazɿ ‘to.divide-PAST’, piŋgitazɿ 
‘to.escape-PAST’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 sɿ̥tazɿ ‘to.do-PAST’, ksɿtaᶻɿ ~ ksɿtaː ~ ksɿːtazɿ ‘to.come-PAST’, kuɡiᵏstaɿ ~ kuɡᶻiᵏstaɿ 
‘to.row-to.come-PAST’ 
 
The Miyaguni dialect 
Irrespective of whether a verb is strong, weak, mixed, or irregular, the suffix used for the past 
tense is -taː. 
 
Strong conjugation 
 asɿ̥pʰɿtaː ‘to.play-PAST’, uːɡʒːtaː ‘to.swim-PAST’, ikstaː / ikɿ̥ taː ‘to.go-PAST’, utu̥staː 
‘to.drop-PAST’, idaɕita / idasɿta ‘to.put.out-PAST’, piɾasï̥taː ‘to.go-CAUSATIVE-PAST’, mo̝ʨi̥taː 
‘to.carry-PAST’, num̩taː ‘to.drink-PAST’, fuztaː ‘to.fall(e.g. rain)-PAST’, po̝zta ‘to.dig-PAST’, 
muduɿtaː ‘to.return-PAST’, kïːtaː ‘to.cut-PAST’, nakaᶻɿtaː ‘to.divide-PAST’, fuztaː / fɿztaː 
‘to.tie.up-PAST’, kiztaː ‘to.kick-PAST’, kautaː ‘to.buy-PAST’, ɸootaː ‘to.eat-PAST’, moɾautaː / 
moɾootaː ‘to.receive-PAST’, bʲoːtaː ‘to.get.drunk-PAST’, aɾautaː ‘to.wash-PAST’, uːtaː / uvtaː / 
uʋtaː ‘to.sell-PAST’ 
Mixed conjugation 
 uɾitaː ‘to.get.off-PAST’, uci̥taː ‘to.fall-PAST’, sɿ̥titaː ‘to.discard-PAST’, ɸiitaː ‘to.give-PAST’, 
pʰiŋɡitaː / ɸiŋɡitaː ‘to.escape-PAST’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 kïːtaː / kï̥taː ‘to.come-PAST’, kuɡikstaː ‘to.row-to.come-PAST’, kuɡiuta 
‘to.row-PROGRESSIVE-PAST’ 
 
The Yonaha dialect 
Irrespective of whether a verb is strong, weak, mixed, or irregular, the suffix used for the past  
tense is -taː. 
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Strong conjugation 
 tubɿtaː / tubɿtaɴ ‘to.fly-PAST’, appɿtaː ‘to.play-PAST’, ikˢɿ̥taː ‘to.go-PAST’, kuɡɿtaː 
‘to.row-PAST’, utusɿ̥ taː ‘to.drop-PAST’, idasɿtaː ‘to.put.out-PAST’, mutsɿtaː ‘to.carry-PAST’, 
numtaː ‘to.drink-PAST’, ffu̥ttaː ‘to.fall(e.g. rain)-PAST’, puztaː ‘to.dig-PAST’, piːtaː 
‘to.go-PAST’, kɿ̥sɿ̥taː ‘to.cut-PAST’, koːtaː ‘to.buy-PAST’, aɾoːtaː ‘to.wash-PAST’, foːtaː 
‘to.eat-PAST’, bjuːtaː ‘to.get.drunk-PAST’, ʋːtaː / uːtaː ‘to.sell-PAST’, kizɿtaː ‘to.kick-PAST’, 
sɿmaᶻɿtaː ‘to.tie.up-PAST’ 
Mixed conjugation 
 uɾitaː ‘to.get.off-PAST’, utitaː ‘to.fall-PAST’, su̥titaː ‘to.discard-PAST’, fiːtaː ‘to.give-PAST’, 
bakitaː ‘to.divide-PAST’ 
Weak conjugation 
 zzitaː ‘to.get-PAST’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 kstaː / kɿ̥sɿ̥taː ‘to.come-PAST’, kuɡɿdu sɿ̥ taː ‘to.row=FOCUS to.do-PAST’, ʋːdusɿtaː 
‘to.sell=FOCUS to.do-PAST’ bjuːi utaː ‘to.get.drunk-STATIVE-PAST’, tubɿdu sɿ̥taː ‘to.fly=FOCUS 
to.do-PAST’ 
 
The Kurima dialect 
Irrespective of whether a verb is strong, mixed, or irregular, the suffix used for the past tense is 
-taɿ. Forms deriving from Old Japanese weak verbs were not obtained. In the strong conjugation, 
the suffix takes the shapes -ztaɿ, -ɿtaɿ, and -taɿ; in the mixed conjugation, it takes the shape -taɿ. 
 
Strong conjugation 
 tubz̩taz̩ / tubz̩taɿ ‘to.fly-PAST’, aspɿtaɿ ‘to.play-PAST’, numutaɿ15 ‘to.drink-PAST’, kudztaɿ 
‘to.row-PAST’, iʦtaɿ ‘to.go-PAST’, piɿtaɿ / piᶻɿtaɿ ‘to.go-PAST’, utu̥staz̩ / utu̥staɿ ‘to.drop-PAST’, 
idastaɿ ‘to.put.out-PAST’, puztaɿ ‘to.dig-PAST’, sɿmaɿtaɿ / smaztaɿ ‘to.tie.up-PAST’, f̩f̩ taɿ 
‘to.fall(e.g. rain)-PAST’, ʦs̩ taɿ / ʦs̩ taz̩  ‘to.cut-PAST’, muroːtaɿ ‘to.receive-PAST’, uːtaɿ 
‘to.sell-PAST’, foːtaɿ ‘to.eat-PAST’, koːtaɿ ‘to.buy-PAST’, aɾoːtaɿ ‘to.wash-PAST’, bʲuːtaɿ 
‘to.get.drunk-PAST’ 
 kiz̩ taz / kiz̩ taɿ ‘to.kick-PAST’ 
Mixed conjugation 
 uɾitaz̩ / uɾitaɿ ‘to.get.off-PAST’, uti̥taz̩  ‘to.fall-PAST’, sti̥taz̩ / sti̥taɿ ‘to.discard-PAST’, fiːtaɿ 
‘to.give-PAST’, baki̥taɿ ‘to.divide-PAST’, piŋɡitaɿ ‘to.escape-PAST’ 
                                                   
15 Although the suffix does not begin with a vowel in strong verbs with a stem ending in -m in the 
other dialects, -u- appears here; further confirmation is needed.  
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Irregular conjugation 
 ʦstaɿ / ʦtaɿ ‘to.come-PAST’, kuɡiʦtaɿ ‘to.row-to.come-PAST’, uɾiʦtaɿ / ʦs̩ taɿ 
‘to.get.off-to.come-PAST’, muɾaiʦɿ̥taɿ ‘to.receive-to.come-PAST’, ikʲuːtaz / ikʲuːtaɿ 
‘to.go-STATIVE-PAST’, mmʲaɿtaɿ ‘to.come-HONORIFIC-PAST’ uːɡi ʦtaɿ ‘to.swim-to.come-PAST’ 
 
The Kugai dialect 
Irrespective of whether a verb is strong, weak, or irregular, the suffix used for the past tense is 
‑taː. In the strong conjugation, the suffix takes the shapes -staː, -ɿtaː, and -taː; in the weak 
conjugation, it takes the shape -taː. 
 
Strong conjugation 
 aspstaː ‘to.play-PAST’, kuɡᶻɿtaː ‘to.row-PAST’, ikˢɿ̥taː ‘to.go-PAST’, utastaː ‘to.drop-PAST’, 
idastaː ‘to.put.out-PAST’, mutstaː ‘to.carry-PAST’, numtaː ‘to.drink-PAST’, fʋmtaː 
‘to.put.on(footwear)-PAST’, fuᶻɿtaː ‘to.fall(e.g. rain)-PAST’, puztaː ‘to.dig-PAST’, pi̥ˑtaː 
‘to.go-PAST’, kˢɿ̥taː ‘to.cut-PAST’, kiᶻɿ̥ taː / kiᶻɿtaː ‘to.kick-PAST’, sɿmaɿtaː ‘to.tie.up-PAST’, 
nakaːztaː ‘to.divide-PAST’, koːtaː ‘to.buy-PAST’, aɾoːtaː ‘to.wash-PAST’, foːtaː ‘to.eat-PAST’, 
moroːtaː ‘to.receive-PAST’, bjuːtaː ‘to.get.drunk-PAST’, vːtaː ‘to.sell-PAST’, nivtaː 
‘to.fall.asleep-PAST’, kaʋtaː ‘to.put.on(headwear)-PAST’, fftaː ‘to.close-PAST’, antaː 
‘to.say-PAST’, sntaː ‘to.die-PAST’ 
Weak conjugation 
 uɾitaː ‘to.get.off-PAST’, utitaː ‘to.fall-PAST’, ukitaː ‘to.get.up-PAST’, sɿ̥titaː ‘to.discard-PAST’, 
kiɕitaː ‘to.sell-PAST’, fiːtaː ‘to.give-PAST’, smitaː ‘to.wash-PAST’, piŋ̩ɡipi̥ taː ‘to.escape-PAST’ 
 miːtaː ‘to.see-PAST’, zʑitaː ‘to.get-PAST’, biʑitaː ‘to.sit.down-PAST’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 kˢɿ̥ taː ‘to.come-PAST’, kuɡikˢɿ̥taː ‘to.row-to.come-PAST’, staː ‘to.do-PAST’, utaː 
‘to.be(animate)-PAST’, ataː ‘to.be(inanimate)-PAST’, ariutaː ~ arjuːtaː ‘to.be(inanimate)-PAST’, 
bjuːiutaː ‘to.get.drunk-STATIVE-PAST’, tatɕiːutaː ‘to.stand.up-STATIVE-PAST’, niviutaː 
‘to.fall.asleep-STATIVE-PAST’ 
 
The Shimajiri dialect 
-taː is the suffix most often used for the past tense in the Shimajiri dialect, but -ta and -taz are 
used, as well. In the strong conjugation, the suffix takes the shapes -staː, -ztaː, -utaː, and -taː; in 
the weak conjugation, it takes the shape -taz. 
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Strong conjugation 
 tubztaː ‘to.fly-PAST’, appstaː ‘to.play-PAST’, kugztaː ‘to.row-PAST’, ikstaː ‘to.go-PAST’, 
utustaː / utusta ‘to.drop-PAST’, idastaː ‘to.put.out-PAST’, mutsta ‘to.carry-PAST’, nuntaː 
‘to.drink-PAST’, fʋntaː / fntaː ‘to.put.on(footwear)-PAST’, puztaː ‘to.dig-PAST’, fftaː / ffʋtaɿ 
‘to.fall(e.g. rain)-PAST’, piztaː ‘to.go-PAST’, ksstaː ‘to.cut-PAST’, kautaː ‘to.buy-PAST’, arautaː 
‘to.wash-PAST’, faʋtaː ‘to.eat-PAST’, bjuːtaz ‘to.get.drunk-PAST’, kavtaː 
‘to.put.on(headwear)-PAST’, njiʋtaː ‘to.fall.asleep-PAST’, fftaː / ffʋtaː ‘to.close-PAST’, aztaː 
‘to.say-PAST’, vːtaː / ʋːtaː ‘to.sell-PAST’, fgztaː ‘to.tie.up-PAST’, kiztaː ‘to.kick-PAST’, bzːtaː 
‘to.sit.down-PAST’, sntaː ‘to.die-PAST’ 
Weak conjugation 
 uritaː ‘to.get.off-PAST’, utɕitaː ‘to.fall-PAST’, stɕitaː ‘to.discard-PAST’, fiːtaː ‘to.give-PAST’, 
bakitaz ‘to.divide-PAST’, ukitaz / ukitaː ‘to.get.up-PAST’ 
 miːtaː ‘to.see-PAST’, zʑitaz ‘to.get-PAST’, ʃʃitaz ‘to.sell-PAST’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 sstaː ‘to.come-PAST’, sstaː ‘to.do-PAST’, ataː ‘to.be(inanimate)-PAST’, uːtaː / utaː 
‘to.be(animate)-PAST’ 
 
The Karimata dialect 
In addition to -taz, -daz is used as a suffix for the past tense in the Karimata dialect . At first 
glance, -daz in nundaz ‘to.drink-PAST’ looks like an onbin form16, but as -daz is used in weak verb 
forms such as uridaz ‘to.get.off-PAST’ and utidaz ‘to.fall-PAST’ as well as in strong verb forms 
such as asʋdaz ‘to.play-PAST’, and as there are verbs such as sntaz / sndaz ‘to.die-PAST’ and 
ɕimitaz / ɕimidaz ‘to.close-PAST’ in which the use of -taz and -daz as variant forms is observed, 
they seem to be phonetic variants. In the Karimata dialect the suffix thus takes the shapes -itaz and 
-taz in the strong conjugation; in the weak conjugation, it takes the shape -taz. 
 
Strong conjugation 
 tubitaz / tuʋtaz ‘to.fly-PAST’, asʋdaz ‘to.play-PAST’, kugitaz / kuʋtaz ‘to.row-PAST’, iftaz / 
ikitaz ‘to.go-PAST’, utastaz ‘to.drop-PAST’, idastaz ‘to.put.out-PAST’, mutstaz ‘to.carry-PAST’, 
nundaz ‘to.drink-PAST’, puztaz ‘to.dig-PAST’, ffʋtaz ‘to.fall(e.g. rain)-PAST’, ksstaz 
‘to.cut-PAST’, kaztaz / koːtaː / koːtaz ‘to.buy-PAST’, aroːdaz ‘to.wash-PAST’, foːtaz 
‘to.eat-PAST’, bjuːztaz ‘to.get.drunk-PAST’, kaʋtaz ‘to.put.on(headwear)-PAST’, njiʋtaz 
                                                   
16 Translator’s note: a ‘euphonic form’; see section 4.1 for an explanation 
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‘to.fall.asleep-PAST’, ffitaz ‘to.close-PAST’, aztaz ‘to.say-PAST’, ʋːtaz ‘to.sell-PAST’, ksːdaz 
‘to.kick-PAST’, smaztaz ‘to.tie.up-PAST’, sntaz / sndaz17 ‘to.die-PAST’ 
Weak conjugation 
 uridaz ‘to.get.off-PAST’, utidaz ‘to.fall-PAST’, ɕitidaz ‘to.discard-PAST’, fiːtaz ‘to.give-PAST’, 
ŋgidaz ‘to.return.home-PAST’, taskaritaz ‘to.be.saved-PAST’, ukitaz ‘to.get.up-PAST’, ɕimitaz / 
ɕimidaz ‘to.close-PAST’ 
 miːdaz ‘to.see-PAST’, ʑʑitaz ‘to.get-PAST’, kiitaz ‘to.sell-PAST’, biʑitaz ‘to.sit.down-PAST’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 ksstaz ‘to.come-PAST’, kugiftaz ‘to.row-to.come-PAST’, astaz ‘to.do-PAST’, ataz 
‘to.be(inanimate)-PAST’, utaz ‘to.be(animate)-PAST’ 
 
The Ikema dialect 
Irrespective of whether a verb is strong, weak, or irregular, the suffix used for the past tense in 
the Ikema dialect is -tai. 
 
Strong conjugation 
 aɕibitai ~ aɕuːtai ‘to.play-PAST’, kugitai ‘to.row-PAST’, ifutai ~ ikitai ‘to.go-PAST’, utaɕitai 
‘to.drop-PAST’, idaɕitai ‘to.put.out-PAST’, muttai ‘to.carry-PAST’, nuntai ‘to.drink-PAST’, 
mmitai ‘to.put.on(footwear)-PAST’, fuːtai ‘to.fall(e.g. rain)-PAST’, fuitai ‘to.dig-PAST’, 
muduitai ‘to.return-PAST’, hatai ‘to.go-PAST’, kiritai ‘to.cut-PAST’, ɕɿmaɾitai ‘to.tie.up-PAST’, 
kautai ~ kaʋtai ~ kaitai ‘to.buy-PAST’, vvitai ‘to.sell-PAST’, faitai ~ fautai ~ faʋtai 
‘to.eat-PAST’, bjuːitai ‘to.get.drunk-PAST’, araitai ‘to.wash-PAST’, aitai ‘to.say-PAST’, kavvitai 
‘to.put.on(headwear)-PAST’, ffitai ‘to.close-PAST’, nʲuːtai ‘to.fall.asleep-PAST’, taskaitai 
‘to.be.saved-PAST’, kiːtai ‘to.kick-PAST’, ttɕaddaN ‘to.cut-POTENTIAL-NEGATIVE-PAST18’ 
Weak conjugation 
 ukitai ‘to.get.up-PAST’, uritai ‘to.get.off-PAST’, utɕitaː ‘to.fall-PAST’, bakitai ‘to.divide-PAST’, 
uʣɿmitai ‘to.bury-PAST’, piŋgita ‘to.escape-PAST’, fiːtai ‘to.give-PAST’ 
 miːtai ‘to.see-PAST’, tsɿitai ~ ttitai ‘to.sell-PAST’, biːtai ‘to.sit.down-PAST’, ddʑitai 
‘to.get-PAST’ 
 
                                                   
17 While the past tense forms sntaz / sndaz ‘to.die-PAST’ follow the strong conjugation, the negative 
form sniŋ ‘to.die-NEGATIVE’ follows the weak conjugation. This verb thus follows a mixed conjugation, 
albeit a different one from that of Old Japanese.  
18 This form was elicited in response to Japanese kirenakatta ‘to.cut-POTENTIAL-NEGATIVE-PAST’, but 
as it appears to follow the strong conjugation, it may be a  form corresponding to kiranakatta 
‘to.cut-NEGATIVE-PAST’. 
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Irregular conjugation 
 ttai ‘to.come-PAST’, asɿtai / aɕitai ‘to.do-PAST’, aruːtai ‘to.be(inanimate)-PAST’, uruːtai 
‘to.be(animate)-PAST’ 
 
The Kuninaka dialect 
Although only a small number of word forms was obtained, the suffix observed most often is 
‑tal̩, irrespective of whether the verb is strong, mixed, weak, or irregular; -taː is used as well.  
 
Strong conjugation 
 Nɡital̩ ‘to.go-PAST’, pʲal̩tal̩ ‘to.go-PAST’, kaʋtal̩ ‘to.put.on(headwear)-PAST’, ɸum̩tal̩  
‘to.put.on(footwear)-PAST’, nivtal̩ ‘to.fall.asleep-PAST’, sɿɴtal̩ ‘to.die-PAST’ 
Mixed conjugation 
 ɕime̝tal̩ ‘to.close-PAST’, okital̩ ‘to.get.up-PAST’ 
Weak conjugation 
 miːtal̩ ‘to.see-PAST’, ʦɿːtaː ‘to.sell-PAST’, bɿːtaː / bɿztaː ‘to.sit.down-PAST’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 astaːl̩ ‘to.do-PAST’, atal̩ ‘to.be(inanimate)-PAST’, o̝tal̩ ‘to.be(animate)-PAST’, taʨii o̝tal̩ 
‘to.stand.up-STATIVE-PAST’ 
 
4.1 Past tense forms—discussion (1): on the presence of onbin 
The sound changes undergone by Heian-era Japanese verb stems that are called ‘onbin’ are also 
observed in the Omoro Sōshi19 and the Northern Ryukyuan languages. ‘Onbin’ refers to sound 
changes involving stem-final consonants and suffixes that have resulted in changes in the 
paradigms of strong verbs, which acquired alternating stems in the process.  Alternate stems are 
used in past tense and shite-continuative forms, which includes derived forms containing a 
shite-continuative as an element. 
Neither ‘-i-onbin’ in -k-stem and -g-stem verbs, nor ‘nasal onbin’ in -b-stem verbs, nor 
‘geminating onbin’ in -t-stem or -r-stem verbs are observed in the strong conjugation of the 
Miyako language. The ‘-i-onbin’ seen in -s-stem verbs in the Northern Ryukyuan languages are 
not observed, either. Although the suffix-initial vowel -i- is elided in the case of -m-stem verbs, 
‘nasal onbin’ is not observed. Furthermore, the ‘elision onbin’ seen in the strong conjugation of 
the Northern Ryukyuan languages is not observed, either. It can thus be concluded that onbin 
stems need not be posited for Miyako. 
                                                   
19 Translator’s note: a Ryukyuan compilation of poems and songs compiled in the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries. 
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In the Omoro Sōshi, the stem-final consonant and the initial vowel -i- of the suffix -ite are 
elided in the shite-continuatives of -b-stem and -m-stem verbs, and the -t- in the suffix is voiced, 
resulting in the suffix -de: tsu-de < tsuNde < tsum-ite ‘to.pile-CONTINUATIVE’; era-de < eraNde < 
erab-ite ‘to.choose-CONTINUATIVE’. It is assumed that the syllables -mi- and -bi- on the boundary 
between the stem and the suffix collapsed into the moraic nasal -N-, which then caused the voicing 
of the ‑t- in the suffix through assimilation, after which the moraic nasal was elided. The sound 
changes -mi- > -N- and -bi- > -N- occurred before palatalization.  
In -r-stem verbs, too, the stem-final consonant and the suffix-initial vowel are elided. The 
stem-final consonant -r- and the intial vowel -i- of the shite-continuative suffix -ite are thus elided, 
but voicing of the -t- in the suffix is not observed: ino-te < inoQte < inor-ite 
‘to.pray-CONTINUATIVE’. The elision of the suffix-initial vowel -i- and the appearance of the 
geminate element -Q- are thought to have occurred before palatalization, after which degemination 
must have occurred. 
In -w-stem verbs, the stem-final consonant and the suffix-initial vowel collapsed into the vowel 
-u-, which was then elided. It is thought that Old Japanese intervocalic -p- consecutively 
underwent fricativization, voicing, labial lenition, and onbin into -u-: wara-te < waraute < 
waraw-ite ‘to.laugh-CONTINUATIVE’. Both the sound change -ri- > -Q- and the sound change -wi- 
> -u- occurred before palatalization.  
In the case of -k-stem, -s-stem, and -g-stem verbs, the stem final consonant and the suffix-initial 
vowel -i- are elided, and the consonant -t- in the suffix palatalized into -tɕ-: da-tɕe < da-itɕe < 
dak-ite ‘to.embrace-CONTINUATIVE’; wata-tɕe < wata-itɕe < wataɕ-ite ‘to.transfer-CONTINUATIVE’; 
ko-dʑe < ko-idʑe < kog-ite ‘to.row-CONTINUATIVE’. ‘Elision onbin’, in which the stem consonant is 
elided, is thus observed. Furthermore, the voicing of the suffix-initial consonant into -dʑe- in the 
case of -g-stem verbs is the result of voicing occurring before ‘-i-onbin’. 
In -t-stem verbs, the -t- in the suffix is palatalized: motɕ-itɕe < motɕ-ite 
‘to.carry-CONTINUATIVE’. Although palatalization and affrication due to the suffix-initial -i- are 
thus observed, any kind of onbin is not. 
In the weak conjugation, in which stems end in vowels, no onbin of any kind has occurred: 
ore-te ‘to.get.off-CONTINUATIVE’; ake-te ‘to.open-CONTINUATIVE’. In verbs with stems ending in 
the vowel -i-, however, the -t- in the suffix is palatalized under the influence of this -i-: mi-tɕe < 
mi-te ‘to.see-CONTINUATIVE’; mitɕi-tɕe < mitɕite ‘to.become.full-CONTINUATIVE’. 
The onbin-phenomena observed in the Omoro Sōshi have been preserved in the Northern 
Ryukyuan languages: 
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tudi ‘to.fly-CONTINUATIVE’, iradi ‘to.choose-CONTINUATIVE’, nudi ‘to.drink-CONTINUATIVE’, 
huti ‘to.fall(e.g. rain)-CONTINUATIVE’, huti ‘to.dig-CONTINUATIVE’, ʔarati 
‘to.wash-CONTINUATIVE’, warati ‘to.laugh-CONTINUATIVE’, datʃi ‘to.embrace-CONTINUATIVE’, 
katʃi ‘to.write-CONTINUATIVE’, kudʒi ‘to.row-CONTINUATIVE’, tudʒi ‘to.sharpen-CONTINUATIVE’, 
ukutʃi ‘to.raise’, watatʃi ‘to.transfer-CONTINUATIVE’, nitʃi ‘to.boil-CONTINUATIVE’, nːtʃi 
‘to.see-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 
Conclusions regarding why the Miyako language does not have onbin stems and if this is 
indicative of its age can as yet not be drawn. When we consider, however, that onbin-phenomena 
are not observed in the Southern Ryukyuan languages and onbin had thus not yet occurred when 
the Southern Ryukyuan languages split from Proto-Ryukyuan, while onbin had already occurred in 
the sixteenth century, when the Omoro Sōshi was compiled, it can at least be surmised that the 
Northern Ryukyuan languages and the Southern Ryukyuan languages had split before the writing 
of the Omoro Sōshi, and that onbin occurred in the Northern Ryukyuan languages after this split.  
  
4.2 Past tense forms—discussion (2): the shi-continuative form observed in stems 
Another aspect of past tense forms that warrants attention is that they appear to consist of 
shi-continuatives to which -ta, -taː, -tai, or -tazɿ has been attached, similarly to pre-onbin Old 
Japanese shitari ‘to.do-PAST’, nomitari ‘to.drink-PAST’, and uketari ‘to.receive-PAST’. Of course, a 
variety of sound changes have occurred in the Miyako language, so it has  not preserved the 
shi-continuative forms of Old Japanese in their original shape. 
Shi-continuatives are almost never observed in their original adverbial usage, but rather 
exclusively as elements in the formation of forms and words; it is therefore possible to determine 
the phonetic shapes of shi-continuative forms in Miyako by looking at the stem portions of 
Miyako past tense forms. 
As I have discussed before (Karimata 1999), forms deriving from shi-continuatives are used as 
the perfective forms of -b-stem, -k-stem, and -g-stem verbs in the strong conjugation of the 
dialects of the central and southern regions of Miyakojima, such as those of Hirara and Bora. I 
concluded from this that the perfective forms of the Miyako language may derive from 
shi-continuative forms. In dialects such as those of Karimata and Ikema, however, forms deriving 
from suru-conclusives or suru-adnominals are used as well, as will be discussed below. As past 
tense forms allow us to identify the shape of shi-continuative forms, they also play a key role 
when investigating the origin of the perfective forms of verbs in Miyako.  
As the non-past assertive predicative conclusive (henceforth ‘su-conclusive’) and non-past 
adnominal (henceforth ‘suru-adnominal’) forms of the strong conjugation of Old Japanese are 
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homophonous, it cannot be determined whether the perfective forms of *-w-stem verbs such as 
Bora dialect kau ‘to.buy-PERFECTIVE’ and arau ‘to.wash-PERFECTIVE’ and Shimajiri dialect koː 
‘to.buy-PERFECTIVE’ and aroː ‘to.wash-PERFECTIVE’ derive from su-conclusives or from 
suru-adnominals. As regards strong conjugation -m-stem, -s-stem, -t-stem, and -r-stem verbs in 
the Miyako language, it cannot be determined whether their perfective forms derive from Old 
Japanese shi-continuatives, su-conclusives, or suru-adnominals. 
Weak conjugation shi-continuative and su-conclusive forms differ in shape in Old Japanese as 
well as in Miyako, but as their su-conclusive and suru-adnominal forms are homophonous both in 
Old Japanese and in Miyako, it cannot be determined whether perfective forms derive from 
su-conclusives or from suru-adnominals. Mixed conjugation shi-continuative, su-conclusive, and 
suru-adnominal forms, on the other hand, all differ in shape in Old Japanese,  and their reflexes in 
Miyako are different, as well; it is therefore essential to examine Miyako ve rbs that correspond to 
Old Japanese mixed verbs. 
In the following, we will examine past tense forms by conjugation, covering each of the strong, 
weak, and mixed conjugations; as regards the strong conjugation, we will look at the shapes taken 
by -b-stem, -k-stem, -g-stem, and *-w-stem verbs. 
 
4.2.1 -b-stem verbs 
The Japanese -b-stem verb past tense form that was included on the survey sheet was  tonda 
‘to.fly-PAST’, but the only past tense forms of a -b-stem verb that were obtained in Miyaguni, 
Kugai, and Ikema were those corresponding to asonda ‘to.play-PAST’. Forms with stems deriving 
from one of the shi-continuatives *tobi and *asobi were observed at every site; in Karimata and 
Ikema, respectively, the stems tuʋ- and aɕuː-, which derive from the su-conclusive or 
suru-adnominal forms *tobu and *asubu, were observed in addition to those deriving from 
shi-continuatives. 
 
tubztaː (Bora), tuvzɿtazɿ ~ tubzɿtazɿ (Uruka), tubɿtaː / tubɿtaɴ (Yonaha), tubz̩taz̩  / tubz̩taɿ 
(Kurima), tubztaː (Shimajiri), tubitaz / tuʋtaz (Karimata), asɿ̥pʰɿtaː (Miyaguni), aspstaː (Kugai), 
aɕibitai ~ aɕuːtai (Ikema) 
 
4.2.2 -g-stem verbs 
The Japanese -g-stem verb past tense form that was included on the survey sheet was koida 
‘to.row-PAST’, but the only past tense form of a -g-stem verb that was obtained in Miyaguni was 
the form corresponding to oyoida ‘to.swim-PAST’. Forms with stems deriving from one of the 
shi-continuatives *kogi and *ojogi were observed at every site; in Karimata, the stem kuʋ-, which 
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derives from the su-conclusive or suru-adnominal form *kogu, was observed in addition to the 
stem deriving from the shi-continuative. 
 
kugztaː (Bora), kugzɿtazɿ (Uruka), kuɡɿtaː (Yonaha), kudztaɿ (Kurima), kuɡᶻɿtaː (Kugai), kugztaː 
(Shimajiri), kugitaz / kuʋtaz (Karimata), kugitai (Ikema), uːɡʒːtaː (Miyaguni) 
 
4.2.3 -k-stem verbs 
The Japanese -k-stem verb past tense form that was included on the survey sheet was itta 
‘to.go-PAST’. Forms with stems deriving from the shi-continuative *iki were observed at every 
site; in Karimata and Ikema, the stem if-, which derives from the su-conclusive or suru-adnominal 
form *iku, was observed in addition to the stem deriving from the shi-continuative. 
 
ikstaː (Bora), iksɿtaᶻɿ ~ ikstaː (Uruka), ikstaː / ikɿ̥ taː (Miyaguni), ikˢɿ̥ taː (Yonaha), iʦtaɿ 
(Kurima), ikˢɿ̥ taː (Kugai), ikstaː (Shimajiri), iftaz / ikitaz (Karimata), ifutai ~ ikitai (Ikema) 
 
4.2.4 *-w-stem verbs 
The Japanese *-w-stem verb past tense forms that were included on the survey sheet were katta 
‘to.buy-PAST’, kuratta ‘to.eat-PAST’, aratta ‘to.wash-PAST’, yotta ‘to.get.drunk-PAST’, and itta 
‘to.say-PAST’. We will look at word forms corresponding to katta. Forms with one of the stems 
kau- and koː-, which derive from the su-conclusive or suru-adnominal form *kawu, were observed 
at every site. In Karimata and Ikema, the stem kai-, which derives from the shi-continuative *kawi, 
was observed in addition to the stems deriving from the su-conclusive or suru-adnominal form. 
 
kaʋtaː (Bora), kautazɿ (Uruka), kautaː (Miyaguni), koːtaː (Yonaha), koːtaɿ (Kurima), koːtaː 
(Kugai), kautaː (Shimajiri), kaztaz / koːtaː / koːtaz (Karimata), kautai ~ kaʋtai ~ kaitai (Ikema) 
 
4.2.5 The weak conjugation 
The Japanese weak verb past tense forms that were included on the survey sheet were mita 
‘to.see-PAST’, kita ‘to.put.on(e.g. clothing)-PAST’, ketta ‘to.kick-PAST’, eta ‘to.get-PAST’, and wita 
‘to.sit.down-PAST’. The form corresponding to ketta follows the strong conjugation at every site, 
as does the form corresponding to kita at some of them. Below, I give the forms corresponding to 
mita, except for Yonaha, for which I give the form corresponding to eta. No weak verb forms were 
obtained in Uruka, Miyaguni, and Kurima. Past tense forms with stems deriving from 
shi-continuatives were observed, not only for mita and eta, but for all weak verbs.  
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miːtaː (Bora), miːtaː (Kugai), miːtaː (Shimajiri), miːdaz (Karimata), miːtai (Ikema), miːtal̩  
(Kuninaka), zzitaː (Yonaha) 
 
4.2.6 The mixed conjugation 
The Japanese mixed verb past tense forms that were included on the survey sheet were orita 
‘to.get.off-PAST’, ochita ‘to.fall-PAST’, suteta ‘to.discard-PAST’, kureta ‘to.give-PAST’, and okita 
‘to.get.up-PAST’. We will consider word forms corresponding to okita, except for those from 
Uruka, Miyaguni, Yonaha, and Kurima, where no word forms corresponding to okita were 
obtained; for these dialects, I give the word forms corresponding to ochita, instead. Forms with 
stems deriving from one of the shi-continuative forms *oke and *ote were observed at every site. 
Past tense forms with stems deriving from shi-continuatives were observed not only for okita and 
ochita, but for all mixed verbs. 
Although there are two types of mixed verb in Old Japanese, namely those that have -i as the 
stem-final vowel of the shi-continuative (‘upper bigrade verbs’) and those that have -e (‘lower 
bigrade verbs’), only one type of mixed verb is observed in the Ryukyuan languages, which has -e. 
 
ukitaː (Bora), utitaᶻɿ ~ utitaː (Uruka), uci̥taː (Miyaguni), utitaː (Yonaha), uti̥ taz̩ (Kurima), ukitaː 
(Kugai), ukitaz / ukitaː (Shimajiri), ukitaz (Karimata), ukitai (Ikema), okital̩ (Kuninaka) 
 
While in all the other dialects forms with stems deriving from shi-continuatives are observed 
for -b-stem, -g-stem, and -k-stem verbs, two kinds of forms coexist in the Karimata and Ikema 
dialects, namely those with stems deriving from shi-continuatives and those with stems deriving 
from su-conclusive (or suru-adnominal) forms. Forms with stems deriving from su-conclusive (or 
suru-adnominal) forms are observed for *-w-stem verbs. As regards mixed and weak verbs, forms 
with stems deriving from shi-continuatives are observed at every site.  
The questions of why forms with stems deriving from su-conclusive (or suru-adnominal) forms 
are observed for -g-stem and -k-stem verbs in the Karimata and Ikema dialects and why forms with 
stems deriving from su-conclusive (or suru-adnominal) forms are observed for *-w-stem verbs, 
instead of the expected forms with stems deriving from shi-continuatives, must be considered 
when we examine the perfective forms. 
 
5 Perfective forms 
 
Although the shi-continuative and su-conclusive forms of the strong and weak conjugation 
differ in shape in Old Japanese, their su-conclusive and suru-adnominal forms are homophonous. 
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Conversely, although the su-conclusive forms of the verbs corresponding to aru ‘to be (inanimate)’ 
and oru ‘to be (animate)’ differ in shape from their suru-adnominal forms in Old Japanese, their 
shi-continuative and su-conclusive forms are homophonous. Shi-continuative, su-conclusive, and 
suru-adnominal forms each take a different shape in the mixed conjugation, as well as in those of 
the verbs corresponding to shinu ‘to die’, kuru ‘to come’, and suru ‘to do’. 
In the case of Miyako, it can be determined whether the perfective forms of -k-stem, -g-stem, 
-b-stem, and *-w-stem strong verbs derive from shi-continuatives or from su-conclusive or 
suru-adnominal forms, but not whether they derive from su-conclusives on the one hand or from 
suru-adnominals on the other. Furthermore, as sound changes such as -mi > -m, -mu > -m, -si > -s, 
-su > -s, -tsi > -ts, -tsu > -ts, -ri > -z, and -ru > -z have occurred, it cannot be determined whether 
the perfective forms of -m-stem, -s-stem, -ts-stem, and -r-stem strong verbs as well as those of the 
irregular verbs corresponding to suru, oru, and aru derive from shi-continuatives, su-conclusives, 
or suru-adnominals. As regards sn ‘to die’, which has changed into a strong verb, it is difficult to 
determine from which form it derives, as the sound changes -ni > -n and -nu > -n have also 
occurred. As regards the verb corresponding to kuru, which follows either the weak or an irregular 
conjugation, it can be determined whether it derives from a shi-continuative or from a 
su-conclusive, but not whether it derives from a su-conclusive or from a suru-adnominal. It can be 
determined whether a perfective form derives from a shi-continuative, from a su-conclusive, or 
from a suru-adnominal only in the case of the mixed conjugation. 
In emphatic sentences with the focus particle =du, emphatic forms homophonous with 
adnominal forms and different from the perfective forms used in sentences without -du are used in 
the dialects of Okinawa Island, but in the Miyako language, the same forms are used for the 
predicate irrespective of whether the focus particle =du is used20. For this reason, I will not take 
into account whether =du is used in reporting the perfective forms in this chapter. 
 
(18) pḁtumeː tḁkameː tubz̩. (Kurima) 
 pigeon=too hawk=too to.fly-PERFECTIVE (tobu) 
 ‘Pigeons and hawks both fly.’ 
(19) tḁkanudu tubz̩. (Kurima) 
 hawk=NOMINATIVE to.fly-PERFECTIVE (tobu) 
 ‘A hawk flies away.’ 
(20) sarumai kiːkara utɕi. (Bora) 
 monkey=too tree=ABLATIVE to.fall-PERFECTIVE (ochiru) 
                                                   
20 I have pointed out that whether a focus particle is used does not determine  which conjugated form is 
used as a conclusive form in an earlier work, as well (Karimata 2011).  
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 ‘Even monkeys fall from trees./Even the best sometimesmake mistakes. ’ 
(21) mːna umandu uri. (Bora) 
 everyone there=LOCATIVE to.get.off-PERFECTIVE (oriru) 
 ‘Everyone gets off (e.g. the bus) there. ’ 
(22) maznudu amaːtta ari uz21. (Shimajiri) 
 rice=NOMINATIVE much to.be-PROGRESSIVE (iru) 
 ‘I have a lot of rice.’ 
(23) ssuznu arittɕi taskariː uz. (Shimajiri) 
 medicine=NOMINATIVE to.be-CONTINUATIVE to.be.saved-PROGRESSIVE (iru) 
 ‘I’m lucky to have some medicine.’ 
 
The Bora dialect 
In the Bora dialect, perfective forms deriving from shi-continuatives are observed for strong 
(e.g. tubz ‘to.fly-PERFECTIVE’), mixed (e.g. uki ‘to.get.up-PERFECTIVE’), and weak (e.g. ksɿː 
‘to.put.on(e.g. clothing)-PERFECTIVE’) verbs, as well as for the irregular verb ksɿː 
‘to.come-PERFECTIVE’. Perfective forms deriving from su-conclusive or suru-adnominal forms are 
used for *-w-stem strong verbs (e.g. kʰaʋ ‘to.buy-PERFECTIVE’). Either a perfective form deriving 
from a strong conjugation shi-continuative or one deriving from a suru-adnominal is used for sɿŋ̩ 
~ s̩ n̩ ‘to.die-PERFECTIVE’. 
 
Strong conjugation 
 tubz ‘to.fly-PERFECTIVE’, asɿ̥ps ɿ̥  ~ asɿ̥bɿ̥ ‘to.play-PERFECTIVE’, kugz ‘to.row-PERFECTIVE’, iks 
‘to.go-PERFECTIVE’, piz ‘to.go-PERFECTIVE’, utus ~ utusɿ ‘to.drop-PERFECTIVE’, idasɿ 
‘to.put-PERFECTIVE’, mutsɿ ‘to.carry-PERFECTIVE’, num ‘to.drink-PERFECTIVE’, puzɿ̥  
‘to.dig-PERFECTIVE’, fʋ̩z ‘to.fall(e.g. rain)-PERFECTIVE’, ksɿː ‘to.cut-PERFECTIVE’, ftts 
‘to.tie.up-PERFECTIVE’, smaz ‘to.tie.up-PERFECTIVE’, kʰaʋ ‘to.buy-PERFECTIVE’, fɔʋ 
‘to.eat-PERFECTIVE’, aɾɔʋ ‘to.wash-PERFECTIVE’, bjuː ‘to.get.drunk-PERFECTIVE’, kaʋ̩ ~ kaf̩  
‘to.put.on(headwear)-PERFECTIVE’, fʋ̩ː ‘to.close-PERFECTIVE’, niv̩ 
‘to.fall.asleep-PERFECTIVE’, az̩ ‘to.say-PERFECTIVE’, vvɿ̥ ‘to.sell-PERFECTIVE’, sɿŋ̩ ~ s̩ n̩ 
‘to.die-PERFECTIVE’ 
 kiz̩ ‘to.kick-PERFECTIVE’, ksɿː ‘to.put.on(e.g. clothing)-PERFECTIVE’, bzɿː 
‘to.sit.down-PERFECTIVE’ 
                                                   
21 ari uz, a combination of the ari-continuative form of az ‘to be (inanimate)’ and the existential verb 
uz corresponding to Japanese atte iru ‘to.be-PROGRESSIVE’, is used for the transient, actual existence of 
inanimate objects. Further confirmation is needed in regard to the details of this form.  
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Mixed conjugation 
 stɕi ‘to.discard-PERFECTIVE’, uri ‘to.get.off-PERFECTIVE’, utɕi ‘to.fall-PERFECTIVE’, ffiː 
‘to.give-PERFECTIVE’, uki ‘to.get.up-PERFECTIVE’ 
 miː ‘to.see-PERFECTIVE’, iː ‘to.get-PERFECTIVE’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 ksɿː ‘to.come-PERFECTIVE’, sɿː ‘to.do-PERFECTIVE’, uz̩ ~ uː ‘to.be(animate)-PERFECTIVE’, aɿ 
‘to.be(inanimate)-PERFECTIVE’, nʲaːŋ̩  ‘to be absent’ 
 
The Uruka dialect 
In the Uruka dialect, perfective forms deriving from shi-continuatives are used for strong verbs 
(e.g. asɨ̥pˢɨ ‘to.play-PERFECTIVE’), as well as for the irregular verb ksɿː / ksᶻɿː 
‘to.come-PERFECTIVE’. Only a small number of examples of mixed verbs were obtained, but s̩ ti 
‘to.discard-PERFECTIVE’ appears to derive from a shi-continuative. No examples of weak verbs 
were obtained. Perfective forms deriving from su-conclusive or suru-adnominal forms are used for 
*-w-stem strong verbs (e.g. kau ‘to.buy-PERFECTIVE’). 
 
Strong conjugation 
 asɨ̥pˢɨ ‘to.play-PERFECTIVE’, kuɡuˢɿ / kuɡuᶻɿ 22  ‘to.row-PERFECTIVE’, ikˢɿ / ikɿs 
‘to.go-PERFECTIVE’, fuᶻɿ ‘to.fall(e.g. rain)-PERFECTIVE’, utusɿ ‘to.drop-PERFECTIVE’, idasɨ 
‘to.put-PERFECTIVE’, muʦɨ ‘to.carry-PERFECTIVE’, ksᶻɿ ‘to.cut-PERFECTIVE’, sɿmaɾi 
‘to.tie.up-PERFECTIVE 23 ’, puᶻɨ ‘to.dig-PERFECTIVE’, num ‘to.drink-PERFECTIVE’, kau 
‘to.buy-PERFECTIVE’, fou / fau ‘to.eat-PERFECTIVE’, aɾau ‘to.wash-PERFECTIVE’, muɾau 
‘to.receive-PERFECTIVE’ bjuː ‘to.get.drunk-PERFECTIVE’, kaʋ 
‘to.put.on(headwear)-PERFECTIVE’, ʋː / ʋʋu ‘to.sell-PERFECTIVE’, kiᶻɿ ‘to.kick-PERFECTIVE’ 
Mixed conjugation 
 s̩ ti ‘to.discard-PERFECTIVE’, uɾitʨaː ‘to.get.off-PERFECTIVE-QUOTATIVE (evidential?)’, utidu 
sɿː / sɿᶻɿ ‘to.fall=FOCUS to.do-PERFECTIVE’ 
Weak conjugation 
(no data) 
Irregular conjugation 
 ksɿː / ksᶻɿː ‘to.come-PERFECTIVE’, sɿː / sɿᶻɿ ‘to.do-PERFECTIVE’, uᶻɿ 
‘to.be(animate)-PERFECTIVE’ 
 
                                                   
22 The obtained word forms suggest a derivation from either *kogoru or *kogori. 
23 sɿmaɾi may correspond to Japanese shibare ‘to.tie.up-IMPERATIVE’. 
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The Miyaguni dialect 
In the Miyaguni dialect, perfective forms deriving from shi-continuatives are used for strong 
verbs (e.g. ikˢi ‘to.go-PERFECTIVE’), as well as for the irregular verb kïː ‘to.come-PERFECTIVE’. 
Only a small number of examples of mixed verbs were obtained, but uci ‘to.fall-PERFECTIVE’ 
appears to derive from a shi-continuative. No examples of weak verbs were obtained. Perfective 
forms deriving from su-conclusive or suru-adnominal forms are used for *-w-stem strong verbs 
(e.g. kau ‘to.buy-PERFECTIVE’). 
 
Strong conjugation 
 butuki̥ ‘to.fly-PERFECTIVE’, kuɡi ‘to.row-PERFECTIVE’, ikˢi ‘to.go-PERFECTIVE’, fuɿ 
‘to.fall(e.g. rain)-PERFECTIVE’, utu̥su ‘to.drop-PERFECTIVE’, idaɕi ‘to.put-PERFECTIVE’, kï̥si 
‘to.cut-PERFECTIVE’, mo̝ʦɿ̥ ‘to.carry-PERFECTIVE’, kau ‘to.buy-PERFECTIVE’, aɾau 
‘to.wash-PERFECTIVE’, ɸau / ɸoo ‘to.eat-PERFECTIVE’, bʲuː dusɿː ‘to.get.drunk=FOCUS 
to.do-PERFECTIVE’, uː / uv ‘to.sell-PERFECTIVE’, kiz ‘to.kick-PERFECTIVE’ 
Mixed conjugation 
 sï̥ciu ‘to.discard-PERFECTIVE24’, uɾiɾu ‘to.get.off-PERFECTIVE25’, uci ‘to.fall-PERFECTIVE’, ɸiː 
‘to.give-PERFECTIVE’, 
Weak conjugation 
(no data) 
Irregular conjugation 
 kïː ‘to.come-PERFECTIVE’, uː ‘to.be(animate)-PERFECTIVE’ 
 
The Yonaha dialect 
In the Yonaha dialect, perfective forms deriving from shi-continuatives are used for strong 
verbs (e.g. kuɡɿ ‘to.row-PERFECTIVE’), as well as for the irregular verb kɿ̥sɿ̥ ‘to.come-PERFECTIVE’. 
Only a small number of examples of mixed verbs were obtained, but utiː ‘to.fall-PERFECTIVE’ 
derives from a shi-continuative, while sutiᶻɿ ‘to.discard-PERFECTIVE’ appears to derive from a 
suru-adnominal. No examples of weak verbs were obtained. Perfective forms deriving from 
su-conclusive or suru-adnominal forms are used for *-w-stem strong verbs (e.g. koː 
‘to.buy-PERFECTIVE’). 
 
 
 
                                                   
24 sï̥ciu may correspond to Japanese sutete iru ‘to.discard-PROGRESSIVE’. 
25 uɾiɾu may correspond to Japanese oriro ‘to.get.off-IMPERATIVE’. 
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Strong conjugation 
 tubɿdu sɿ ‘to.fly=FOCUS to.do-PERFECTIVE’, kuɡɿ ‘to.row-PERFECTIVE’, ikˢɿ 
‘to.go-PERFECTIVE’, utusɿ̥ ‘to.drop-PERFECTIVE’, idasɿ ‘to.put-PERFECTIVE’, mutsɿ 
‘to.carry-PERFECTIVE’, num ‘to.drink-PERFECTIVE’, puzɿ ‘to.dig-PERFECTIVE’, ffɿ̥  ‘to.fall(e.g. 
rain)-PERFECTIVE’, kɿ̥sɿ̥  ‘to.cut-PERFECTIVE’, sɿmaɿ ‘to.tie.up-PERFECTIVE’, koː 
‘to.buy-PERFECTIVE’, foː ‘to.eat-PERFECTIVE’, aɾoː ‘to.wash-PERFECTIVE’, bjuː 
‘to.get.drunk-PERFECTIVE’, kɿːdusu / kizɿ ‘to.kick-PERFECTIVE’ 
Mixed conjugation 
 sutiᶻɿ ‘to.discard-PERFECTIVE’, uɾiɾu ‘to.get.off-PERFECTIVE26’, utiː ‘to.fall-PERFECTIVE’ 
Weak conjugation 
(no data) 
Irregular conjugation 
 kɿ̥sɿ̥ ‘to.come-PERFECTIVE’, sɿ ‘to.do-PERFECTIVE’, uɿ ‘to.be(animate)-PERFECTIVE’  
 
The Kurima dialect 
In the Kurima dialect, perfective forms deriving from shi-continuatives are used for strong 
verbs (e.g. tubz̩  ‘to.fly-PERFECTIVE’), as well as for the irregular verb ʦsɿ ‘to.come-PERFECTIVE’. 
Perfective forms deriving from suru-adnominals are used for mixed verbs (e.g. uɾiᶻɿ 
‘to.get.off-PERFECTIVE’). Perfective forms deriving from su-conclusive or suru-adnominal forms 
are used for *-w-stem strong verbs (e.g. koː ‘to.buy-PERFECTIVE’). 
 
Strong conjugation 
 tubz̩ ‘to.fly-PERFECTIVE’, aspi ‘to.play-PERFECTIVE27’, kudzɿ ‘to.row-PERFECTIVE’, iʦ / iʦɿ 
‘to.go-PERFECTIVE’, utu̥sɿ ‘to.drop-PERFECTIVE’, idaɕeː ‘to.put-PERFECTIVE28’, muʦu / muʦɿ 
‘to.carry-PERFECTIVE’, num ‘to.drink-PERFECTIVE’, puɿ ‘to.dig-PERFECTIVE’, ffʋ̩ ‘to.fall(e.g. 
rain)-PERFECTIVE’, samaɿ 29  ‘to.tie.up-PERFECTIVE’, ʦs̩ / ʦsɿ̥ ‘to.cut-PERFECTIVE’, vː 
‘to.sell-PERFECTIVE’, koː ‘to.buy-PERFECTIVE’, foː ‘to.eat-PERFECTIVE’, muɾoa 
‘to.receive-PERFECTIVE’, aɾoa ‘to.wash-PERFECTIVE’, bʲuː ‘to.get.drunk-PERFECTIVE’ 
 kiz̩ / kiɿ ‘to.kick-PERFECTIVE’ 
 
 
 
                                                   
26 uɾiɾu may correspond to Japanese oriro ‘to.get.off-IMPERATIVE’. 
27 aspi may correspond to Japanese asobe ‘to.play-IMPERATIVE’. 
28 idaɕeː may correspond to Japanese dase ‘to.put.out-IMPERATIVE’. 
29 Perhaps smaɿ. 
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Mixed conjugation 
 stiɿ / stiz̩  ‘to.discard-PERFECTIVE’, uɾiᶻɿ ‘to.get.off-PERFECTIVE’, utidus / utidusɿ̥̥̟  
‘to.fall=FOCUS to.do-PERFECTIVE’, uti̥mdoː ‘to.fall-PERFECTIVE=FOCUS’, fiːɿ 
‘to.give-PERFECTIVE’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 ʦsɿ ‘to.come-PERFECTIVE’, nʲaːŋ ‘to be absent’ 
 
The Kugai dialect 
In the Kugai dialect, perfective forms deriving from shi-continuatives are used for strong verbs 
(e.g. tubᶻɿ ‘to.fly-PERFECTIVE’), as well as for the irregular verb kˢɿ̥sɿ̥ / ksː ‘to.come-PERFECTIVE’. 
Perfective forms deriving from suru-adnominals are used for mixed (e.g. ukiz 
‘to.get.up-PERFECTIVE’) and weak (e.g. miːz ‘to.see-PERFECTIVE’) verbs. Perfective forms deriving 
from su-conclusive or suru-adnominal forms are used for *-w-stem strong verbs (e.g. koː 
‘to.buy-PERFECTIVE’). A perfective form deriving from a strong conjugation su-conclusive or 
suru-adnominal form is used for s̩ n̩ ‘to.die-PERFECTIVE’. 
 
Strong conjugation 
 tubᶻɿ ‘to.fly-PERFECTIVE’, asps ‘to.play-PERFECTIVE’, kuɡᶻɿ ‘to.row-PERFECTIVE’, ikˢɿ 
‘to.go-PERFECTIVE’, utasɿ̥ ‘to.drop-PERFECTIVE’, idas ‘to.put-PERFECTIVE’, muts 
‘to.carry-PERFECTIVE’, num ‘to.drink-PERFECTIVE’, sɿmaᶻɿ ‘to.tie.up-PERFECTIVE’, puz 
‘to.dig-PERFECTIVE’, fuᶻɿ ‘to.fall(e.g. rain)-PERFECTIVE’, ki̥ɕi ‘to.cut-PERFECTIVE’, kiᶻɿ 
‘to.kick-PERFECTIVE’, koː ‘to.buy-PERFECTIVE’, moroː ‘to.receive-PERFECTIVE’, foː 
‘to.eat-PERFECTIVE’, bjuː ‘to.get.drunk-PERFECTIVE’, aɾoː ‘to.wash-PERFECTIVE’, kav 
‘to.put.on(headwear)-PERFECTIVE’, ffʋ̩ ‘to.close-PERFECTIVE’, niv̩ 
‘to.fall.asleep-PERFECTIVE’, vː ‘to.sell-PERFECTIVE’, andz̩ ‘to.say-PERFECTIVE’, s̩ n̩ 
‘to.die-PERFECTIVE’ 
Weak conjugation 
 ukiz ‘to.get.up-PERFECTIVE’, stiᶻɿ ‘to.discard-PERFECTIVE’, uɾiᶻɿ ‘to.get.off-PERFECTIVE’, 
utiᶻɿ ‘to.fall-PERFECTIVE’, fiːz ‘to.give-PERFECTIVE’, ukiz ‘to.get.up-PERFECTIVE’ 
 miːz ‘to.see-PERFECTIVE’, biʑiz ‘to.sit.down-PERFECTIVE’, kiɕiz ‘to.put.on(e.g. 
clothing)-PERFECTIVE’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 kˢɿ̥sɿ̥  / ksː ‘to.come-PERFECTIVE’, ss ‘to.do-PERFECTIVE’, uː ‘to.be(animate)-PERFECTIVE’, az 
‘to.be(inanimate)-PERFECTIVE’, nʲaːŋ̩  ‘to be absent’ 
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The Shimajiri dialect 
In the Shimajiri dialect, perfective forms deriving from shi-continuatives are used for strong 
verbs (e.g. tubz ‘to.fly-PERFECTIVE’, kugz ‘to.row-PERFECTIVE’), as well as for the irregular verb 
ss ‘to.come-PERFECTIVE’. Perfective forms deriving from suru-adnominals are used for mixed 
verbs. For uriz / uri ‘to.get.off-PERFECTIVE’, however, a perfective form deriving from a 
suru-adnominal and one deriving from a shi-continuative appear to coexist. As regards weak verbs, 
miːz ‘to.see-PERFECTIVE’ derives from a suru-adnominal, while bzː ‘to.sit.down-PERFECTIVE’ 
derives from a shi-continuative. As only a small number of examples was obtained, a definitive 
conclusion cannot be drawn. Perfective forms deriving from su-conclusive or suru-adnominal 
forms are used for *-w-stem strong verbs. A perfective form deriving from a mixed conjugation 
suru-adnominal is used for sniz ‘to.die-PERFECTIVE’. 
 
Strong conjugation 
 tubz ‘to.fly-PERFECTIVE’, kugz ‘to.row-PERFECTIVE’, iks ‘to.go-PERFECTIVE’, ffʋ / ff 
‘to.fall(e.g. rain)-PERFECTIVE’, utus ‘to.drop-PERFECTIVE’, kizdus ‘to.kick=FOCUS 
to.do-PERFECTIVE’, kss ‘to.cut-PERFECTIVE’, fgz ‘to.tie.up-PERFECTIVE’, puz 
‘to.dig-PERFECTIVE’, muts ‘to.carry-PERFECTIVE’, kau ‘to.buy-PERFECTIVE’, vː 
‘to.sell-PERFECTIVE’, nun ‘to.drink-PERFECTIVE’, fau / fao / foː ‘to.eat-PERFECTIVE’, apps 
‘to.play-PERFECTIVE’, bjuː ‘to.get.drunk-PERFECTIVE’, aɾau ‘to.wash-PERFECTIVE’, kav 
‘to.put.on(headwear)-PERFECTIVE’, ff / ffʋ̩  ‘to.close-PERFECTIVE’, niv̩ 
‘to.fall.asleep-PERFECTIVE’, az̩ ‘to.say-PERFECTIVE’, bzː ‘to.sit.down-PERFECTIVE’ 
Weak conjugation 
 stɕiz ‘to.discard-PERFECTIVE’, uriz / uri ‘to.get.off-PERFECTIVE’, utɕiz ‘to.fall-PERFECTIVE’, 
ffiːz ‘to.give-PERFECTIVE’, zʑiz ‘to.get-PERFECTIVE’, ukiz ‘to.get.up-PERFECTIVE’, sniz 
‘to.die-PERFECTIVE’ 
 miːz ‘to.see-PERFECTIVE’, ss ‘to.put.on(e.g. clothing)-PERFECTIVE’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 ss ‘to.come-PERFECTIVE’, ss ‘to.do-PERFECTIVE’, az ‘to.be(inanimate)-PERFECTIVE’, uz̩  
‘to.be(animate)-PERFECTIVE’, nʲaːŋ̩  ‘to be absent’  
 
The Karimata dialect 
In the Karimata dialect, perfective forms deriving from shi-continuatives (tubi 
‘to.fly-PERFECTIVE’) and perfective forms deriving from su-conclusive or suru-adnominal forms 
(tuʋ ‘to.fly-PERFECTIVE’) coexist for strong verbs. For mixed verbs (uʨi / utɿz 
‘to.fall-PERFECTIVE’), too, perfective forms deriving from shi-continuatives and perfective forms 
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deriving from suru-adnominals coexist. As regards weak verbs, miː ‘to.see-PERFECTIVE’ derives 
from a shi-continuative, while bzːz ‘to.sit.down-PERFECTIVE’ derives from a suru-adnominative. It 
cannot be determined from which form kssː ‘to.put.on(e.g. clothing)’ derives. Perfective forms 
deriving from su-conclusive or suru-adnominal forms are used for *-w-stem strong verbs (e.g. koː 
‘to.buy-PERFECTIVE’). A perfective form deriving from a mixed conjugation suru-adnominal is 
used for snɿz ‘to.die-PERFECTIVE’. The perfective form used for the irregular verb ffu / ff 
‘to.come-PERFECTIVE’ may derive either from a su-conclusive or from a suru-adnominal; a 
definitive conclusion cannot be drawn.  
 
Strong conjugation 
 tubi / tuʋ ‘to.fly-PERFECTIVE’, asuʋi / asʋ ‘to.play-PERFECTIVE’, kuɡi / kuʋ 
‘to.row-PERFECTIVE’, ifu / if ‘to.go-PERFECTIVE’, utasɿ̥ː / utas̩ ‘to.drop-PERFECTIVE’, idas 
‘to.put-PERFECTIVE’, mutsɿ / muts ‘to.carry-PERFECTIVE’, num ~ nuŋ ‘to.drink-PERFECTIVE’, 
ffu / fʋː ‘to.fall(e.g. rain)-PERFECTIVE’, ᵖɸɿ / ᵖɸː / puz ‘to.dig-PERFECTIVE’, kiɾi / kss 
‘to.cut-PERFECTIVE’, sïmaɾi / smaz ‘to.tie.up-PERFECTIVE’, koː ‘to.buy-PERFECTIVE’, aɾoː 
‘to.wash-PERFECTIVE’, foː / ɸoː ‘to.eat-PERFECTIVE’, bʲuː / bʲuːz ‘to.get.drunk-PERFECTIVE’, 
kavvi / kaʋ ‘to.put.on(headwear)-PERFECTIVE’, ffi ‘to.close-PERFECTIVE’, niʋ 
‘to.fall.asleep-PERFECTIVE’, az ‘to.say-PERFECTIVE’, ʋ̩ː ‘to.sell-PERFECTIVE’, kiː / ksːdus 
‘to.kick-PERFECTIVE’  
Weak conjugation 
 uriz ‘to.get.off-PERFECTIVE’, uʨi / utɿz ‘to.fall-PERFECTIVE’, ukɿ ~ ukɿz 
‘to.get.up-PERFECTIVE’, fɿ / fɿ̥  / fɿ̥ ː ‘to.give-PERFECTIVE’, sïti / sïtidu / sɿtɿ 
‘to.discard-PERFECTIVE’, kadzːz ‘to.dig-PERFECTIVE/to.nibble-PERFECTIVE’, snɿz 
‘to.die-PERFECTIVE’ 
 miː ‘to.see-PERFECTIVE’, kssː ‘to.put.on(e.g. clothing)-PERFECTIVE’, bzːz 
‘to.sit.down-PERFECTIVE’, iʑitaᶻɿ / ʑʑidaz ‘to.get-PERFECTIVE’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 ffu / ff ‘to.come-PERFECTIVE’, as ‘to.do-PERFECTIVE’, uz ‘to.be(animate)-PERFECTIVE’, az 
‘to.be(inanimate)-PERFECTIVE’, nʲaːŋ̩  ‘to be absent’ 
 
The Ikema dialect 
In the Ikema dialect, perfective forms deriving from shi-continuatives are used for strong verbs 
(e.g. tubi ‘to.fly-PERFECTIVE’). Perfective forms deriving from su-conclusive or suru-adnominal 
forms are used for *-w-stem strong verbs (e.g. kau ‘to.buy-PERFECTIVE’). As only a small number 
of examples were obtained, a definitive conclusion cannot be drawn, but the perfective forms used 
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for mixed verbs (e.g. ukiː ‘to.get.up-PERFECTIVE’) seemingly derive from shi-continuatives. The 
possibility that they derive from suru-adnominals can at present not be denied, however.  
Weak verb forms such as biʑi ‘to.sit.down-PERFECTIVE’ also seem to derive from 
shi-continuatives, although the possibility that they derive from su-conclusive or suru-adnominal 
forms can at present not be denied, either. More examples of mixed and weak verb forms have to 
be obtained and the sound changes that have occurred in the Ikema dialect  must be examined. The 
perfective form ɕinʲi ‘to.die-PERFECTIVE’ seems to derive from a mixed conjugation 
shi-continuative. 
 
Strong conjugation 
 tubi ‘to.fly-PERFECTIVE’, kugi ‘to.row-PERFECTIVE’, ifu ‘to.go-PERFECTIVE’, idaɕi 
‘to.put-PERFECTIVE’, kiɾi ‘to.cut-PERFECTIVE’, numi / nuɴ ‘to.drink-PERFECTIVE’, sïmai 
‘to.tie.up-PERFECTIVE’, fuː ‘to.fall(e.g. rain)-PERFECTIVE’, kau ‘to.buy-PERFECTIVE’, fau / faʋ 
‘to.eat-PERFECTIVE’, aɾau ‘to.wash-PERFECTIVE’, bʲuːi ‘to.get.drunk-PERFECTIVE’, kavvi / 
kaʋʋi ‘to.put.on(headwear)-PERFECTIVE’, ffi ‘to.close-PERFECTIVE’, nʲivvi 
‘to.fall.asleep-PERFECTIVE’, adʥi ‘to.say-PERFECTIVE’ 
Weak conjugation 
 fiː ‘to.give-PERFECTIVE’, ukiː ‘to.get.up-PERFECTIVE’, ɕinʲi ‘to.die-PERFECTIVE’, uɾiɾu 
‘to.get.off-PERFECTIVE30’ 
 biʑi ‘to.sit.down-PERFECTIVE’, ʦɿː / ʦɿi ‘to.put.on(e.g. clothing)-PERFECTIVE’  
Irregular conjugation 
 fuː ‘to.come-PERFECTIVE’, assɿ̥ / aɕɕi ‘to.do-PERFECTIVE’, uɾijui / uɾiːui 31 
‘to.be(animate)-PERFECTIVE’, aɾiːjui ‘to.be(inanimate)-PERFECTIVE’, nʲaːɴ ‘to be absent’ 
 
The Kuninaka dialect 
Only a small number of examples of strong verbs were obtained for the Kuninaka dialect; 
moreover, only examples of which it is difficult to determine whether they derive from 
shi-continuatives or from su-conclusives were obtained. The mixed verb example okil̩ 
‘to.get.up-PERFECTIVE’ seems to derive from a suru-adnominal. 
 
Strong conjugation 
 kaʋ̩ ‘to.put.on(headwear)-PERFECTIVE’, al̩ ‘to.say-PERFECTIVE’, sɿɴ ‘to.die-PERFECTIVE’, ʦɿː / 
ʦɿːi ‘to.put.on(e.g. clothing)-PERFECTIVE’, bɿː / biʑi / bɿzɿ ‘to.sit.down-PERFECTIVE’ 
                                                   
30 uɾiɾu may correspond to Japanese oriro ‘to.get.off-IMPERATIVE’. 
31 /ui/ is used as an auxiliary verb in continuous aspect forms, such as tubiui ‘to.fly-PROGRESSIVE’. 
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Weak conjugation 
 okil̩ / okil̩li ‘to.get.up-PERFECTIVE’, ɕimiʥi ‘to.close-PERFECTIVE’ 
 miːʥi ‘to.see-PERFECTIVE’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 asɿ ‘to.do-PERFECTIVE’, ol̩ ‘to.be(animate)-PERFECTIVE’, al̩ ‘to.be(inanimate)-PERFECTIVE’, 
nʲaːɴ ‘to be absent’ 
 
5.1 Summary of perfective forms 
Regarding the origin of the perfective forms of the Miyako language, it has been thought that 
forms deriving from shi-continuatives functioned both as perfective forms and as adnominal forms, 
on the basis of sound correspondences between these forms in the dialect of the urban area of 
former Hirara City (Nishizato, Shimozato, Higashi-Nakasone, and Nishi-Nakasone; henceforth 
just the ‘Hirara dialect’) and the shi-continuatives of Japanese. I have taken this view in previous 
work, as well (Karimata 1990). Until now, however, discussion has been limited to the strong 
conjugation; moreover, it has only taken into account the south -western dialects of Miyako, 
spoken for example in former Gusukube Town, former Ueno Village, and former Shimoji Town, 
centering on the Hirara dialect. In this section, we additionally considered the Karimata and Ikema 
dialects, and although the number of examples was limited, we examined data regarding the weak 
and mixed conjugations and looked at the derivations of the assertive forms of Miyako verbs.  
 
(i) In all of the dialects except for those of Karimata and Ikema, the perfective forms of 
-k-stem, -g-stem, and -b-stem verbs derive from shi-continuatives. 
(ii) In the Karimata and Ikema dialects, perfective forms deriving from shi-continuatives 
and perfective forms deriving from su-conclusive or suru-adnominal forms coexist for 
strong verbs. 
(iii) For *-w-stem verbs, perfective forms deriving from su-conclusive or suru-adnominal 
forms are used. 
(iv) The Ikema form ɕinʲi ‘to.die-PERFECTIVE’ derives from a mixed conjugation 
shi-continuative, while the Karimata form snɿz ‘to.die-PERFECTIVE’ derives from a 
mixed conjugation suru-adnominal. 
(v) In the Bora, Kurima, and Ikema dialects, the perfective forms of weak verbs derive from 
shi-continuatives, while in the Kugai dialect, the perfective forms of weak verbs derive 
from su-conclusive or suru-adnominal forms. 
(vi) In the Bora, Miyaguni, and Ikema dialects, the perfective forms of mixed verbs  derive 
from shi-continuatives, while in the Kurima and Shimajiri dialects, the perfective forms 
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of mixed verbs derive from suru-adnominals. In the Karimata dialect, perfective forms 
deriving from shi-continuatives and perfective forms deriving from suru-adnominals 
coexist for mixed verbs.  
(vii) In the Bora, Uruka, Miyaguni, Yonaha, Kurima, Kugai, and Shimajiri dialects, the 
perfective form of the irregular verb corresponding to kuru ‘to.come-PERFECTIVE’ 
derives from a shi-continuative. In the Karimata and Ikema dialects, the perfective form 
of the irregular verb corresponding to kuru seems to derive from a su-conclusive or 
suru-adnominal form. 
(viii) It cannot be determined whether the perfective forms of -m-stem, -s-stem, -ts-stem, and 
‑r-stem strong verbs derive from shi-continuatives, from su-conclusives, or from 
suru-adnominals. 
 
More examples of verb forms from the sites reported on in this chapter have to be obtained, and 
it must be determined what sound changes have occurred in each of the dialects ; moreover, further 
research at an increased number of survey sites is necessary. Although the extent to which we can 
draw conclusions is thus limited, it is possible to identify within the whole of the data forms 
deriving specifically from shi-continuatives as well as forms deriving specifically from 
suru-adnominals, while no dialects or verbs are found for which forms deriving specifically from 
su-conclusives can be identified32. 
 
6 Ari-continuative forms 
 
Among the continuative forms of the Miyako language, the one that is most similar in function 
to the Japanese shite-continuative is the ari-continuative. Ari-continuatives can be used as 
independent constituents for non-conclusive predicates in compound sentences and sentences with 
multiple predicates to express how two actions take place in succession, either in a subordinate or 
in a non-subordinate manner. The ari-continuative can also be used for forming compound 
predicates. In these respects, it corresponds to the Japanese shite-continuative. 
 
(24) kiːnu ʋaːgun nuːri nːtoː utaɕi fiːru. (Karimata) 
 tree=GENITIVE top=LOCATIVE to.climb-CONTINUATIVE fruit=ACCUSATIVE 
to.drop-CONTINUATIVE to.give-IMPERATIVE (nobotte) 
                                                   
32 The mixed conjugation form ukiN ‘to get up’ and the weak conjugation form miːN ‘to see’ of the 
Ishigaki dialect of the Yaeyama language seem to be forms deriving from shi-continuatives with ‑N 
suffixed to them, while ukiruN ‘to get up’ and miːruN ‘to see’ seem to be forms deriving from 
suru-adnominals with -N suffixed to them. 
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 ‘Climb the tree and drop some fruit. ’ 
(25) tuzzu smari kagoŋkai iʑiru. (Karimata) 
 chicken=ACCUSATIVE to.tie.up-CONTINUATIVE cage=LOCATIVE to.put.in-IMPERATIVE 
(shibatte) 
 ‘Tie up the chicken and put it into the cage.’ 
(26) taʋkʲaːɕidu f̩nʲuː kuɡi kstaː. (Bora) 
 one.person=INSTRUMENTAL boat=ACCUSATIVE to.row-CONTINUATIVE to.come-PAST 
(koide) 
 ‘I rowed the boat by myself.’ 
(27) kiːn nuːɾiː naz̩zu utu̥ɕi̥ fiːɾu. (Bora) 
 tree=LOCATIVE to.climb-CONTINUATIVE fruit=ACCUSATIVE to.drop-CONTINUATIVE 
to.give-IMPERATIVE (otoshite) 
 ‘Climb the tree and drop some fruit. ’ 
(28) kaɾʲaː bʲuːitti cununu ku̥to̝ː bassii uɿ. (Kurima) 
 he=TOPIC to.get.drunk-CONTINUATIVE yesterday=GENITIVE thing=TOPIC 
to.forget-STATIVE (wasurete) 
 ‘He got drunk, so he has forgotten about yesterday.’ 
 
Formally, the Miyako ari-continuative does not correspond to the shite-continuative. At first 
glance, it appears to correspond to the shi-continuative of Old Japanese. If the Miyako 
ari-continuative corresponded to the Japanese shi-continuative, the fact that sound changes such 
as -ki > -ks, -gi > -gz, -bi > -bz, -mi > -m, -si > -s, -tɕi > -ts, and -ri > -z have occurred in many of 
the dialects of Miyako would lead us to expect the ari-continuative forms of strong verbs to be 
identical to the shi-continuative forms contained in their past tense forms that were discussed 
above, such as kaks ‘to.write-CONTINUATIVE’, kugz ‘to.row-CONTINUATIVE’, tubz 
‘to.fly-CONTINUATIVE’, num ‘to.drink-CONTINUATIVE’, utus ‘to.drop-CONTINUATIVE’, muts 
‘to.carry-CONTINUATIVE’, and puz ‘to.dig-CONTINUATIVE’. Formally, however, the 
ari-continuative does not correspond to the shi-continuatives of Japanese and the Northern 
Ryukyuan languages. The shi-continuative forms used in the Miyako language as elements in the 
formation of words and forms differ formally from ari-continuative forms. Let us take a look at 
the kinds of forms observed for the ari-continuative. 
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The Bora dialect 
Strong conjugation 
 tubi ‘to.fly-CONTINUATIVE’, asɿpiː ~ asɿbiː ‘to.play-CONTINUATIVE’, kuɡi / kuɡᶻi 
‘to.row-CONTINUATIVE’, iki ‘to.go-CONTINUATIVE’, ffiː ‘to.fall(e.g. rain)-CONTINUATIVE’, 
idaɕi ‘to.put.out-CONTINUATIVE’, utuɕi ‘to.drop-CONTINUATIVE’, puri ‘to.dig-CONTINUATIVE’, 
kiri ‘to.kick-CONTINUATIVE’, kiɕi ‘to.cut-CONTINUATIVE’, mutɕi ‘to.carry-CONTINUATIVE’, 
numi ‘to.drink-CONTINUATIVE’, kai ‘to.buy-CONTINUATIVE’, fai ‘to.eat-CONTINUATIVE’, arai 
‘to.wash-CONTINUATIVE’, bjuːi ‘to.get.drunk-CONTINUATIVE’, vviː ‘to.sell-CONTINUATIVE’, 
kavviː ‘to.put.on(headwear)-CONTINUATIVE’, ffi ‘to.close-CONTINUATIVE’, nivvi 
‘to.fall.asleep-CONTINUATIVE’, fttɕi ‘to.tie.up-CONTINUATIVE’, aʑʑiː ‘to.say-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 sɿnji ‘to.die-CONTINUATIVE’, kiɕi ‘to.put.on(e.g. clothing)-CONTINUATIVE’, biʑiː 
‘to.sit.down-CONTINUATIVE’ 
Mixed conjugation 
 fiː ‘to.give-CONTINUATIVE’, utɕi ‘to.fall-CONTINUATIVE’, sumiː ‘to.wash-CONTINUATIVE’, 
ukiː ‘to.get.up-CONTINUATIVE’, stɕi ‘to.discard-CONTINUATIVE’, uri 
‘to.get.off-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 miː ‘to.see-CONTINUATIVE’, iː ‘to.get-CONTINUATIVE’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 kiɕi ‘to.come-CONTINUATIVE’, ɕiː ‘to.do-CONTINUATIVE’, ariː 
‘to.be(inanimate)-CONTINUATIVE’, uri ‘to.be(animate)-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 
The Uruka dialect 
Strong conjugation 
 tuvi ‘to.fly-CONTINUATIVE’, asɨ̥pi ‘to.play-CONTINUATIVE’, kugi ‘to.row-CONTINUATIVE’, iki 
‘to.go-CONTINUATIVE’, utuɕi ‘to.drop-CONTINUATIVE’, idaʃi ‘to.put.out-CONTINUATIVE’, muʧi 
‘to.carry-CONTINUATIVE’, numi ‘to.drink-CONTINUATIVE’, puɾi ‘to.dig-CONTINUATIVE’, 
sɿmaɾi ‘to.tie.up-CONTINUATIVE’, ki̥ɕi / kiɕi ‘to.cut-CONTINUATIVE’, kai 
‘to.buy-CONTINUATIVE’, aɾai ‘to.wash-CONTINUATIVE’, fai ‘to.eat-CONTINUATIVE’, muɾai 
‘to.receive-CONTINUATIVE’, bjuːi ‘to.get.drunk-CONTINUATIVE’, ffi ‘to.fall(e.g. 
rain)-CONTINUATIVE’, ʋʋi ‘to.sell-CONTINUATIVE’, kaʋʋi 
‘to.put.on(headwear)-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 kiɾi ‘to.kick-CONTINUATIVE’ 
Mixed conjugation 
 uri ‘to.get.off-CONTINUATIVE’, uti ‘to.fall-CONTINUATIVE’, sɿti ‘to.discard-CONTINUATIVE’, 
ffi ‘to.give-CONTINUATIVE’ 
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Irregular conjugation 
 ki̥ɕi / kiɕi ‘to.come-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 
The Miyaguni dialect 
Strong conjugation 
 tu̞bi ‘to.fly-CONTINUATIVE’, kuɡi ‘to.row-CONTINUATIVE’, iki̥ ‘to.go-CONTINUATIVE’, ffi 
‘to.fall(e.g. rain)-CONTINUATIVE’, utu̥si ‘to.drop-CONTINUATIVE’, kï̥sï ‘to.cut-CONTINUATIVE’, 
sïmaɾi ‘to.tie.up-CONTINUATIVE’, po̝ɾi ‘to.dig-CONTINUATIVE’, idaɕiʨi 33 
‘to.put.out-CONTINUATIVE’, moʨi ‘to.carry-CONTINUATIVE’, khai ‘to.buy-CONTINUATIVE’, uvi 
‘to.sell-CONTINUATIVE’, morai ‘to.receive-CONTINUATIVE’, no̝mi ‘to.drink-CONTINUATIVE’, 
ɸai ‘to.eat-CONTINUATIVE’, asɿpi ‘to.play-CONTINUATIVE’, aɾai ‘to.wash-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 kiɾi ‘to.kick-CONTINUATIVE’ 
Mixed conjugation 
 ɸii ‘to.give-CONTINUATIVE’, sï̥tsi ‘to.discard-CONTINUATIVE’, uci̥ ‘to.fall-CONTINUATIVE’, uɾi 
‘to.get.off-CONTINUATIVE’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 ki̥si ‘to.come-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 
The Yonaha dialect 
Strong conjugation 
 tubi ‘to.fly-CONTINUATIVE’, appi ‘to.play-CONTINUATIVE’, iki ‘to.go-CONTINUATIVE’, numiː 
‘to.drink-CONTINUATIVE’, utuɕi ‘to.drop-CONTINUATIVE’, mutɕi ‘to.carry-CONTINUATIVE’, 
sɿmaɾi ‘to.tie.up-CONTINUATIVE’, puɾi ‘to.dig-CONTINUATIVE’, kɿ̥ɕi ‘to.cut-CONTINUATIVE’, 
vvi ‘to.sell-CONTINUATIVE’, ffi ‘to.fall(e.g. rain)-CONTINUATIVE’, keː ‘to.buy-CONTINUATIVE’, 
bjuːi ‘to.get.drunk-CONTINUATIVE’, aɾeː ‘to.wash-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 kiɾi ‘to.kick-CONTINUATIVE’ 
Mixed conjugation 
 uɾi ‘to.get.off-CONTINUATIVE’, uti ‘to.fall-CONTINUATIVE’, su̥ti ‘to.discard-CONTINUATIVE’, 
ɿzi ‘to.put.in-CONTINUATIVE’, piŋɡi ‘to.flee-CONTINUATIVE’, fiː ‘to.give-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 zzi ‘to.get-CONTINUATIVE’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 kɿ̥ɕi ‘to.come-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 
                                                   
33 When compared to other word forms, it appears that this may be a shite-continuative form. 
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The Kurima dialect 
Strong conjugation 
 tubi ‘to.fly-CONTINUATIVE’, kuɡi ‘to.row-CONTINUATIVE’, iki̥ ‘to.go-CONTINUATIVE’, idasi̥  
‘to.put.out-CONTINUATIVE’, utu̥ɕi̥ ‘to.drop-CONTINUATIVE’, muʨi̥ ‘to.carry-CONTINUATIVE’, 
ʨi̥ɕi̥ ‘to.cut-CONTINUATIVE’, smaɾi ‘to.tie.up-CONTINUATIVE’, puɾi ‘to.dig-CONTINUATIVE’, ffi̥  
‘to.fall(e.g. rain)-CONTINUATIVE’, nuːɾiː ‘to.climb-CONTINUATIVE’, kai 
‘to.buy-CONTINUATIVE’, vvi ‘to.sell-CONTINUATIVE’, muɾai ‘to.receive-CONTINUATIVE’, numi 
‘to.drink-CONTINUATIVE’, fai ‘to.eat-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 kiɾi ‘to.kick-CONTINUATIVE’ 
Mixed conjugation 
 uɾi ‘to.get.off-CONTINUATIVE’, uti ‘to.fall-CONTINUATIVE’, sti ‘to.discard-CONTINUATIVE’, fiː 
‘to.give-CONTINUATIVE’, piŋɡi ‘to.flee-CONTINUATIVE’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 ʨi̥ɕi̥ ‘to.come-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 
The Kugai dialect 
Strong conjugation 
 tubi ‘to.fly-CONTINUATIVE’, aspi / aspiː ‘to.play-CONTINUATIVE’, numi 
‘to.drink-CONTINUATIVE’, kugi ‘to.row-CONTINUATIVE’, uːgi ‘to.swim-CONTINUATIVE’, iki 
‘to.go-CONTINUATIVE’, kaːraki ‘to.dry.up-CONTINUATIVE’, utaɕi ‘to.drop-CONTINUATIVE’, 
idaɕi ‘to.put.out-CONTINUATIVE’, mutɕi ‘to.carry-CONTINUATIVE’, sɿmari 
‘to.tie.up-CONTINUATIVE’, puri ‘to.dig-CONTINUATIVE’, javviː ‘to.tear-CONTINUATIVE’, furiː 
‘to.fall(e.g. rain)-CONTINUATIVE’, nuːri ‘to.climb-CONTINUATIVE’, vviː 
‘to.sell-CONTINUATIVE’, kiɕi ‘to.cut-CONTINUATIVE’, kai ‘to.buy-CONTINUATIVE’, fai 
‘to.eat-CONTINUATIVE’, bjuːi ‘to.get.drunk-CONTINUATIVE’, tskai ‘to.use-CONTINUATIVE’, arai 
‘to.wash-CONTINUATIVE’, kavvi ‘to.put.on(headwear)-CONTINUATIVE’, ffi 
‘to.close-CONTINUATIVE’, nivvi ‘to.fall.asleep-CONTINUATIVE’, tatɕiː 
‘to.stand.up-CONTINUATIVE’, andʑi ‘to.say-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 kiri ‘to.kick-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 snji ‘to.die-CONTINUATIVE’ 
Weak conjugation 
 uri ‘to.get.off-CONTINUATIVE’, uti ‘to.fall-CONTINUATIVE’, faːsari 
‘to.be.run.over-CONTINUATIVE’, ukiː ‘to.get.up-CONTINUATIVE’, zɿʑi 
‘to.put.in-CONTINUATIVE’, piŋgi ‘to.flee-CONTINUATIVE’, fiː ‘to.give-CONTINUATIVE’, sɿti 
‘to.discard-CONTINUATIVE’ 
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 miː ‘to.see-CONTINUATIVE’, biʑi ‘to.sit.down-CONTINUATIVE’, zʑi ‘to.get-CONTINUATIVE’, 
kiɕi ‘to.put.on(e.g. clothing)-CONTINUATIVE’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 kiɕi ‘to.come-CONTINUATIVE’, ɕiː ‘to.do-CONTINUATIVE’, ariː 
‘to.be(inanimate)-CONTINUATIVE’, uriː ‘to.be(animate)-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 
The Shimajiri dialect 
Strong conjugation 
 tubi ‘to.fly-CONTINUATIVE’, appi ‘to.play-CONTINUATIVE’, kugi ‘to.row-CONTINUATIVE’, 
ujagi ‘to.swim-CONTINUATIVE’, iki ‘to.go-CONTINUATIVE’, utuɕi ‘to.drop-CONTINUATIVE’, 
idaɕi ‘to.put.out-CONTINUATIVE’, mutɕi ‘to.carry-CONTINUATIVE’, numi 
‘to.drink-CONTINUATIVE’, piri ‘to.go-CONTINUATIVE’, ffi ‘to.fall(e.g. rain)-CONTINUATIVE’, 
kiɕi ‘to.cut-CONTINUATIVE’, vvi ‘to.sell-CONTINUATIVE’, fgzʑi ‘to.tie.up-CONTINUATIVE’, 
puri ‘to.dig-CONTINUATIVE’, kavvi ‘to.put.on(headwear)-CONTINUATIVE’, ffi 
‘to.close-CONTINUATIVE’, kai ‘to.buy-CONTINUATIVE’, fai ‘to.eat-CONTINUATIVE’, bjuːi 
‘to.get.drunk-CONTINUATIVE’, arai ‘to.wash-CONTINUATIVE’, nivvi 
‘to.fall.asleep-CONTINUATIVE’, azʑi ‘to.say-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 kiri ‘to.kick-CONTINUATIVE’ 
Weak conjugation 
 uki ‘to.get.up-CONTINUATIVE’, uri ‘to.get.off-CONTINUATIVE’, stɕi 
‘to.discard-CONTINUATIVE’, utɕi ‘to.fall-CONTINUATIVE’, iʑiː ‘to.put.in-CONTINUATIVE’, sskai 
‘to.be.run.over-CONTINUATIVE’, baɕɕi ‘to.forget-CONTINUATIVE’, fiː ‘to.give-CONTINUATIVE’, 
piŋgi ‘to.flee-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 snji ‘to.die-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 miː ‘to.see-CONTINUATIVE’, biʑi ‘to.sit.down-CONTINUATIVE’, ɕɕi ‘to.put.on(e.g. 
clothing)-CONTINUATIVE’, zʑi ‘to.get-CONTINUATIVE’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 ɕɕi ‘to.come-CONTINUATIVE’, ɕiː ‘to.do-CONTINUATIVE’, uri ‘to.be(animate)-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 
The Karimata dialect 
Strong conjugation 
 asbi ‘to.play-CONTINUATIVE’, tubi ‘to.fly-CONTINUATIVE’, numi ‘to.drink-CONTINUATIVE’, 
kugi ‘to.row-CONTINUATIVE’, uigi ‘to.swim-CONTINUATIVE’, iki ‘to.go-CONTINUATIVE’, idaɕi 
‘to.put.out-CONTINUATIVE’, utaɕi ‘to.drop-CONTINUATIVE’, mutɕi ‘to.carry-CONTINUATIVE’, 
ffi ‘to.fall(e.g. rain)-CONTINUATIVE’, kiɕi ‘to.cut-CONTINUATIVE’, smari 
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‘to.tie.up-CONTINUATIVE’, puri ‘to.dig-CONTINUATIVE’, kadʑi 
‘to.dig-CONTINUATIVE/to.nibble-CONTINUATIVE’, ʋʋʋi ‘to.sell-CONTINUATIVE’, kavvi 
‘to.put.on(headwear)-CONTINUATIVE’, niʋvi ‘to.fall.asleep-CONTINUATIVE’, ffi 
‘to.close-CONTINUATIVE’, kai ‘to.buy-CONTINUATIVE’, fai ‘to.eat-CONTINUATIVE’, bjuːi 
‘to.get.drunk-CONTINUATIVE’, arai ‘to.wash-CONTINUATIVE’, aʑʑi ‘to.say-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 kiri ‘to.kick-CONTINUATIVE’ 
Weak conjugation 
 uri ‘to.get.off-CONTINUATIVE’, uti ‘to.fall-CONTINUATIVE’, uki ‘to.get.up-CONTINUATIVE’, ɕiti 
‘to.discard-CONTINUATIVE’, fiː ‘to.give-CONTINUATIVE’, piŋgi ‘to.flee-CONTINUATIVE’, baɕɕi 
‘to.forget-CONTINUATIVE’, ɕikari ‘to.be.run.over-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 miː ‘to.see-CONTINUATIVE’, iʑi ‘to.get-CONTINUATIVE’, biʑi ‘to.sit.down-CONTINUATIVE’, 
kiɕi ‘to.put.on(e.g. clothing)-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 snji ‘to.die-CONTINUATIVE’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 kiɕi ‘to.come-CONTINUATIVE’, aɕi ‘to.do-CONTINUATIVE’, ari 
‘to.be(inanimate)-CONTINUATIVE’, uri ‘to.be(animate)-CONTINUATIVE’, 
 
The Ikema dialect 
Strong conjugation 
 tubi ‘to.fly-CONTINUATIVE’, aɕibiː ‘to.play-CONTINUATIVE’, numiː ‘to.drink-CONTINUATIVE’, 
kugi ‘to.row-CONTINUATIVE’, uːɡi ‘to.swim-CONTINUATIVE’, ikiː / iki̞ː ‘to.go-CONTINUATIVE’, 
kaːki ‘to.dry.up-CONTINUATIVE’, utaçi / utaçiː ‘to.drop-CONTINUATIVE’, idaçiː 
‘to.put.out-CONTINUATIVE’, mutiː ‘to.carry-CONTINUATIVE’, nuːɾiː ‘to.climb-CONTINUATIVE’, 
ffiː ‘to.fall(e.g. rain)-CONTINUATIVE’, kiɾiː ‘to.cut-CONTINUATIVE’, sïmaɾiː 
‘to.tie.up-CONTINUATIVE’, fuɾiː ‘to.dig-CONTINUATIVE’, vviː ‘to.sell-CONTINUATIVE’, kavvi / 
kavviː ‘to.put.on(headwear)-CONTINUATIVE’, ffiː ‘to.close-CONTINUATIVE’, sadaɾiː 
‘to.precede-CONTINUATIVE’, nivvi / nivviː ‘to.fall.asleep-CONTINUATIVE’, haɾiː 
‘to.go-CONTINUATIVE’, kai ‘to.buy-CONTINUATIVE’, aɾai ‘to.wash-CONTINUATIVE’, fai 
‘to.eat-CONTINUATIVE’, bjuːi ‘to.get.drunk-CONTINUATIVE’, adʥiː ‘to.say-CONTINUATIVE’, 
kiɾiː ‘to.kick-CONTINUATIVE’ 
Weak conjugation 
 ukiː ‘to.get.up-CONTINUATIVE’, uɾi / uɾiː ‘to.get.off-CONTINUATIVE’, utiː 
‘to.fall-CONTINUATIVE’, sï̥tiː ‘to.discard-CONTINUATIVE’, baɕɕi ‘to.forget-CONTINUATIVE’, 
hikaiː ‘to.be.run.over-CONTINUATIVE’, çiŋɡi ‘to.flee-CONTINUATIVE’, sɿ̥miː / sɯ̥miː 
‘to.wash-CONTINUATIVE’, fiː ‘to.give-CONTINUATIVE’, dʥi ‘to.get-CONTINUATIVE’ 
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 miː ‘to.see-CONTINUATIVE’, ttiː ‘to.put.on(e.g. clothing)-CONTINUATIVE’, biʑiː 
‘to.sit.down-CONTINUATIVE’, ɕinʲi ‘to.die-CONTINUATIVE’, 
Irregular conjugation 
 tti ‘to.come-CONTINUATIVE’, çiː ‘to.do-CONTINUATIVE’, aɾiː 
‘to.be(inanimate)-CONTINUATIVE’, uɾi ‘to.be(animate)-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 
The Kuninaka dialect 
Strong conjugation 
 kavviː ‘to.put.on(headwear)-CONTINUATIVE’, niv̩viː ‘to.fall.asleep-CONTINUATIVE’, aʑʑiː 
‘to.say-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 sɿniː ‘to.die-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 ʨiː ‘to.put.on(e.g. clothing)-CONTINUATIVE’, biʑiː ‘to.sit.down-CONTINUATIVE’ 
Weak conjugation 
 okii ‘to.get.up-CONTINUATIVE’, pˢɿkaii ‘to.be.run.over-CONTINUATIVE’, ɕimii / ɕimi 
‘to.close-CONTINUATIVE’, taskaɾi ‘to.be.saved-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 miː ‘to.see-CONTINUATIVE’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 ɕiː ‘to.do-CONTINUATIVE’, aɾii ‘to.be(inanimate)-CONTINUATIVE’, oɾe̝ ː 
‘to.be(animate)-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 
In the Miyako language, ari-continuatives of strong verbs are formed by suffixing -i to stems 
ending in consonants, while those of weak verbs are identical in shape to base stems ending in 
vowels. Both the suffix used for strong verbs and the final vowel observed in weak  verbs derive 
from e. 
As will be discussed below, it is thought that the ari-continuative arose through the 
grammaticization of shi-continuatives to which the shi-continuative form of the existential verb az 
had been suffixed, in which these were fused together, but this can not yet be said to be certain34. 
Further surveys and research into these forms in Miyako and the dialects of the Yaeyama language 
are needed. 
 
6.1 Characteristics of ari-continuative forms 
Although their origins are different,  the grammatical behavior of the Miyako ari-continuative is 
identical to that of the shite-continuative of the Northern Ryukyuan languages.  Not only are they 
                                                   
34 Mitsunari Nakama (1982) views the Miyako forms in question as shite-continuatives. 
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used for non-conclusive predicates in compound sentences and sentences with multiple predicates , 
they are also used identically as elements in, for example, coninuous aspect forms, forms 
expressing attempts such as numi miːɾu ‘to.drink-CONTINUATIVE to.see-IMPERATIVE’ and tubi miːɾʊ 
‘to.fly-CONTINUATIVE to.see-IMPERATIVE’, and benefactive forms such as sti fiːɾo 
‘to.discard-CONTINUATIVE to.give-IMPERATIVE’ and ʨi̥ɕi̥ fiːɾu ‘to.cut-CONTINUATIVE 
to.give-IMPERATIVE’. 
Continuous aspect forms such as aɕibi ui ‘to.play-PROGRESSIVE’ and ffi uɿ ‘to.fall(e.g. 
rain)-PROGRESSIVE’, which are analytical forms combining ari-continuatives with the existential 
verb uz or uː, coexist with fused, synthetic forms such as aɕibʲuːi ‘to.play-PROGRESSIVE’ and fʲuːzɿ 
‘to.fall(e.g. rain)-PROGRESSIVE’. The continuous aspect forms of action verbs in examples (29)–
(32) express a continuing action of the subject referent35, while those of inchoative verbs in 
examples (33)–(40) express a continuing state resulting from a change in the subject referent 36. 
How the semantics of the continuous aspect are realized is also similar  to how they are realized 
with the shite-continuative of the Northern Ryukyuan languages 37. 
Continuing action of the subject referent  
(29) ffaf naikʲataːçiː aɾaɴ aɕibi ui / aɕibʲuːi. (Ikema) 
 to.be.dark-INFINITIVE to.become=TERMINATIVE outside=LOCATIVE to.play-PROGRESSIVE 
(asonde iru) 
 ‘I’m playing outside until it gets dark.’ 
(30) mainiʨi teɾebʲuː miː jui. (Ikema) 
 every.day television=ACCUSATIVE to.see-PROGRESSIVE (mite iru) 
 ‘I’m watching television every day.’  
(31) namaː aminudu ffi uɿ / fʲuːzɿ. (Uruka) 
 now=TOPIC rain=NOMINATIVE to.fall-PROGRESSIVE (futte iru) 
 ‘It’s raining now.’ 
(32) nnamaː aminudu fjuː / ffjuː. (Karimata) 
 now=TOPIC rain=NOMINATIVE to.fall-PROGRESSIVE (futte iru) 
 ‘It’s raining now.’ 
 
                                                   
35 Translators note: in glosses, this usage is represented as ‘progressive’. 
36 Translators note: in glosses, this usage is represented as ‘stative’. 
37 There is also a continuous aspect form that combines the ari-continuative form of the existential 
verb az with uz, which expresses a transient state existing at the time of the utterance.  
maznu amaːtta ari uz. (Shimajiri)  
rice=NOMINATIVE much to.be-PROGRESSIVE ‘I have a lot of rice.’ 
kumanna kaːnu arjuːtaː. (Kugai)  
here=LOCATIVE=TOPIC well=NOMINATIVE to.be-PROGRESSIVE-PAST ‘There used to be a well here.’  
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Continuing state resulting from a change in the subject referent  
(33) upuaminu f̩fitʨidu pʲaːɾinu ʦɿʣɿkʲuː. (Bora) 
 heavy.rain=NOMINATIVE to.fall-CONTINUATIVE drought=NOMINATIVE 
to.continue-STATIVE (tsuzuite iru) 
 ‘After the heavy rain, there has continued to be a drought.’  
(34) kaɾʲaː bʲuːittidu kˢɿnuːnu kutuːba baɕɕidu uɿ. (Uruka) 
 he=TOPIC to.get.drunk-CONTINUATIVE yesterday=GENITIVE thing=TOPIC 
to.forget-STATIVE (wasurete iru) 
 ‘He got drunk, so he has forgotten about yesterday.’ 
(35) ɡabaːaminu ffiː ntanu kaːki jui. (Karimata) 
 heavy.rain=NOMINATIVE to.fall-CONTINUATIVE earth=NOMINATIVE to.dry.up-STATIVE 
(kawaite iru) 
 ‘After the heavy rain, the soil has dried up.’  
(36) kaɾʲaː ksnunu kutuːbaː baɕɕi uɿ. (Ikema) 
 he=TOPIC yesterday=GENITIVE thing=TOPIC to.forget-STATIVE (wasurete iru) 
 ‘He has forgotten about yesterday.’ 
(37) boːɕuː utuɕiʨidu tuzɡa ikʲuːtaː. (Bora) 
 hat=ACCUSATIVE to.drop-CONTINUATIVE to.get=DATIVE to.go-STATIVE-PAST (itte ita) 
 ‘I had dropped my hat and was on my way to get it.’ 
(38) bututuzza jamakasa numiːdu bjuːi utaː. (Kugai) 
 day.before.yesterday=TOPIC much to.drink-CONTINUATIVE to.get.drunk-STATIVE-PAST 
(yotte ita) 
 ‘The day before yesterday, I had drank a lot and was drunk.’ 
(39) ɕinɕiːja biʑiɕitidu, ffanukjaːja tatɕiː utaː. (Kugai) 
 teacher=TOPIC to.sit.down-CONTINUATIVE child=PLURAL=TOPIC 
to.stand.up-STATIVE-PAST (tatte ita) 
 ‘The teacher was sitting, while the children were standing.’ 
(40) kuːmujamai sniːdu jumunumai sni uː. (Kugai) 
 cockroach=too to.die-CONTINUATIVE mouse=too to.die-STATIVE (shinde iru) 
 ‘The cockroach is dead, as is the mouse.’  
 
Although the phonetic forms are different, the tense and aspect contrasts displayed by Miyako 
verbs are similar to the binary contrasts of the eastern Japanese languages (Modern Japanese). 
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 Non-past Past 
Perfective 
asps ‘to.play-PERFECTIVE’ 
sn ‘to.die-PERFECTIVE’ 
aspstaː ‘to.play-PAST’ 
sntaː ‘to.die-PAST’ 
Continuous 
aspjuː ‘to.play-PROGRESSIVE’ 
snjuː ‘to.die-STATIVE’ 
aspjuːtaː ‘to.play-PROGRESSIVE-PAST’ 
snjuːtaː ‘to.die-STATIVE-PAST’ 
Table 6. Tense and aspect in the Bora dialect. 
 
Miyako ari-continuatives can be used as sentence-final predicates to express past events; in this, 
too, they are similar to the shite-continuatives of the Northern Ryukyuan languages. In the case of 
the dialects of Okinawa Island, the shite-continuative is used for past perfective polar questions, 
while in the dialects of Amami Ōshima, the shite-continuative is used for the past indicative. I 
hope to discuss this matter in more detail at a later time.  
 
(41) kjuːja tubansuga ksnoː tubi. (Karimata) 
 today=TOPIC to.fly-NEGATIVE=CONCESSIVE yesterday=TOPIC to.fly-PAST 
 Although they won’t fly today, they flew yesterday.  
(42) ksnumaidu iŋgaija iki. (Karimata) 
 yesterday=too sea=ALLATIVE=TOPIC to.go-PAST 
 ‘I went to the sea yesterday, too.’ 
(43) ksno aminudu ffi / fftaz. (Karimata) 
 yesterday=TOPIC rain=NOMINATIVE to.fall-PAST 
 ‘Yesterday, it rained.’ 
 
6.2 The origins of ari-continuative forms 
Ari-continuatives are also observed in the dialects of Okinawa Island. In the dialects of centra l 
and southern Okinawa Island, ari-continuatives function as non-conclusive predicates in 
compound sentences, but they are not used to form a variety of grammatical forms as in the 
Miyako language. In the Shuri dialect, the ari-continuative takes the shape of numaːni or numaːi; 
according to the Okinawago Jiten (A Dictionary of Okinawan; National Institute for Japanese 
Language and Linguistics (ed.) 1963), numaːi is the older form. 
The ari-continuatives of the dialects of Iheya and Izena seem to resemble that of Miyako the 
most. Like in Miyako, ari-continuative forms display degree of productivity in the Iheya and Izena 
dialects, being used not only as predicates in compound sentences, but also as elements in forming 
words and forms such as continuous aspect forms. 
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 ‘to.write 
-CONTINUATIVE’ 
‘to.play 
-CONTINUATIVE’ 
‘to.get.up 
-CONTINUATIVE’ 
‘to.get.off 
-CONTINUATIVE’ 
‘to.wash 
-CONTINUATIVE’ 
‘to.resemble 
-CONTINUATIVE’ 
Shuri 
dialect 
katʃaːi ʔaʃibaːi ʔukijaːi ʔurijaːi ʔarajaːi nijaːi 
Iheya 
dialect 
katʃeː ʔaʃineː ʔukijeː ʔurijeː ʔarajeː nijeː 
Hirara 
dialect 
kakiː aspiː ukiː uriː araiː niː 
Ishigaki 
dialect 
kakiː asɿbiː ukeː ureː arajaː nijaː 
Table 7. Ari-continuative forms in the dialects of Okinawa and the Miyako and Yaeyama 
languages. 
 
(44) ʔamaNdʒi ʔaʃineː hwaː. (Gakiya, Iheya Village)  
 over.there=LOCATIVE to.play-CONTINUATIVE to.come-IMPERATIVE (asonde) 
 ‘Go play over there.’ 
(45) ʔutuheː huː. (Jitchaku, Izena Village)  
 to.drop-CONTINUATIVE to.come-IMPERATIVE (otoshite) 
 ‘Go drop it.’ 
(46) ʔwidʒeː watataN. (Shomi, Izena Village) 
 to.swim-CONTINUATIVE to.cross-PAST (oyoide) 
 ‘I swam across.’ 
(47) boːʃi haujeː ʔattʃuN. (Gakiya) 
 hat to.put.on(headwear)-CONTINUATIVE to.walk-PERFECTIVE (kabutte) 
 ‘I walk with a hat on.’ 
 
(48) ʔnaNma ʔaminu hujoːN. (Shomi) 
 now rain=NOMINATIVE to.fall-PROGRESSIVE (futte iru) 
 ‘It’s raining now.’ 
(49) ʔnama ʔami hujoN. (Shimajiri) 
 now rain to.fall-PROGRESSIVE (futte iru) 
 ‘It’s raining now.’ 
(50) hunu ʔiʃi kijeː Nri. (Gakiya) 
 this stone to.kick-CONTINUATIVE to.see-IMPERATIVE (kette miro) 
 ‘Try kicking this stone.’ 
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In the dialects of Gakiya in Iheya Village, Noho, and Shimajiri, there are past tense forms such 
as ʔaʃinaN ‘to.play-PAST’, sukunaN ‘to.die-PAST’ (Gakiya and Shimajiri; cf. Shomi ʃikudaN), 
nunaN ‘to.drink-PAST’, and junaN ‘to.call-PAST’, which are thought to consist of ari-continuatives 
to which ʔaN ‘to.be(inanimate)-PAST’ has been attached. This type of past tense form has been 
displaced, however, by a type of past tense form deriving from shite-continuatives, such as 
ʔaʃidaN ‘to.play-PAST’. 
The ari-continuatives of the dialects of Okinawa Island originated as shi-continuatives such as 
numi ‘to.drink-CONTINUATIVE’ combined with the existential verb ʔai, corresponding to Japanese 
ari, and are mostly used to express temporal ordering relations.  In the Omoro Sōshi, a compilation 
of poems and songs whose first volume was compiled in 1531, these forms end in the hiragana 
corresponding to -yari. According to Toshizo Takahashi (1982), the -yari forms in the Omoro 
Sōshi consist of infinitive forms to which -yari has been attached, express perfect aspect, and are 
only used in a continuative usage. 
 
(51) Toyomu Ōkimiya momoshima soroheyari mioyase. (volume 176) 
 to.resound-ADNOMINAL sovereign=TOPIC Momoshima to.gather-CONTINUATIVE 
to.present-IMPERATIVE 
 ‘Gather the Momoshima Islands and present them to the renowned sovereign.’ 
(52) Ito nukiyari, nawa nukiyari, (volume 632) 
 thread put.through-CONTINUATIVE rope put.through-CONTINUATIVE 
 Putting through threads, putting through ropes, and…’ 
 
The strong conjugation ari-continuatives of the Miyako language consist of base stems to which 
-i or -iː has been attached. Weak and mixed conjugation ari-continuatives, on the other hand, are 
homophonous with shi-continuatives (base stems). Although shi- and ari-continuatives of the 
strong conjugation also resemble each other, the final vowel of strong conjugation 
shi-continuatives as used for the stem portions of past tense forms derives from *-i, while that of 
ari-continuatives derives from *-e. The ari-continuatives of Miyako appear to derive from forms 
like the ari-continuatives of the Iheya dialect.  
 
Supplementary note 
The tense-aspect system of the dialects of Okinawa Island appears to derive from the ternary 
contrast system of the western Japanese languages. Continuous aspect forms consist of 
shite-continuatives combined and fused together with the animate existential verb, corresponding 
formally to western Japanese perfect aspect forms such as ɕitoru ‘to.do-STATIVE’. They differ from 
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western Japanese ɕitoru in their aspectual meaning, however; they express a continuing action by 
the subject referent in the case of action verbs, while they express a continuing state resulting 
from a change in the subject referent in the case of inchoative verbs, similarly to the continuous 
aspect forms of the eastern Japanese languages and the Miyako language. 
In the dialects of Yaeyama, too, there are forms combining the ari-continuative with uN ‘to be 
(animate)’, fused together phonetically, such as the Ishigaki dialect forms numiː uN > numiN 
‘to.drink-PROGRESSIVE’, ukeː uN > ukeːN ‘to.get.up-STATIVE’, and kaNgajaː uN > kaNgajaːN 
‘to.think-PROGRESSIVE’. 
 
(53) utudoː guɕi numiN. (continuing action) 
 younger.brother=TOPIC liquor=ACCUSATIVE to.drink-PROGRESSIVE 
 ‘My brother is having a drink.’ 
(54) aQpaːja meː ukeːN. (continuing resultant state) 
 mother=TOPIC already to.get.up-STATIVE 
 ‘My mother is already up.’ 
 
Although the tense-aspect system of the southern dialects of Okinawa Island is similar to that of 
the western Japanese languages in that it has a ternary contrast of the type suru-ɕijoru-ɕitoru, its 
continuous aspect is used similarly to that of the eastern Japanese languages; it is thus a unique 
system. That of the Miyako language is similar to that of the eastern Japanese languages in that it 
has a binary contrast and its continuous aspect is used similarly, but it is a unique system in that its 
continuous aspect forms are formed differently from those of the eastern Japanese languages. It 
can therefore be concluded that the tense-aspect systems of the dialects of southern Okinawa 
Island, the Miyako language, the western Japanese languages, and the eastern Japanese languages 
all have similarities as well as differences, each being unique in their own way.  
 
 Non-past Past 
Perfective 
ʔaʃibuN ‘to.play-PERFECTIVE’, 
ʃinuN ‘to.die-PERFECTIVE’ 
ʔaʃidaN ‘to.play-PAST’, ʃidʒaN ‘to.die-PAST’ 
ʔaʃibutaN ‘to.play-PAST’, ʃinutaN ‘to.die-PAST’ 
Continuous 
ʔaʃidoːN ‘to.play-PROGRESSIVE’, 
ʃidʒoːN ‘to.die-STATIVE’ 
ʔaʃidoːtaN ‘to.play-PROGRESSIVE-PAST’, 
ʃidʒoːtaN ‘to.die-STATIVE-PAST’ 
Table 8. Tense and aspect in the Agena dialect of Uruma City, Okinawa Island.  
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7 Shite-continuative forms 
 
The shite-continuative of the Miyako language is used for predicates in compound sentences, 
functioning similarly to the shite-continuative of Japanese; it is formally similar to it, as well. It 
has no subordinate usages, however; it is not used in the formation of forms such as continuous 
aspect forms, forms expressing attempts, and benefactive verbs. In this respect, it is different from  
the shite-continuatives of Japanese and the Northern Ryukyuan languages.  
 
(55) otoːja sakjuː mutɕittɕi, mmaː faumunuː muts. (Karimata) 
 father=TOPIC liquor=ACCUSATIVE to.carry-CONTINUATIVE, mother=TOPIC 
food=ACCUSATIVE to.carry-PERFECTIVE (motte) 
 ‘My father carries the liquor; my mother carries the food.’  
(56) mmaduɿnu tubittɕi, faːduɿmai tubinjaːn. (Karimata) 
 parent.bird=NOMINATIVE to.fly-CONTINUATIVE little.bird=too to.fly-PAST (tonde) 
 ‘The parent bird flew away, and the little bird flew away, too.’ 
(57) fnjuː kugitti unu atu jukui. (Kurima) 
 boat=ACCUSATIVE to.row-CONTINUATIVE after.that to.rest-IMPERATIVE (koide) 
 ‘Row the boat; then, take a rest.’  
(58) funʲuː kuɡittikaɾa jukui. (Uruka) 
 boat=ACCUSATIVE to.row-CONTINUATIVE=after to.rest-IMPERATIVE (koide) 
 ‘Row the boat; then, take a rest.’  
(59) fu̥sɨzzu numitti pjaːpjaːti nivvi. (Uruka) 
 medicine=ACCUSATIVE to.take-CONTINUATIVE to.be.early-INFINITIVE 
to.sleep-IMPERATIVE (nonde) 
 ‘Take some medicine and go to bed early.’  
 
The Bora dialect 
Bora dialect shite-continuatives consist of ari-continuative forms to which -ttɕi has been 
attached. The sounds corresponding to ti in the other dialects have undergone affrication in the 
Bora dialect, becoming tɕi, as in tɕiː ‘hand’ and tɕida ‘the sun’; -ttɕi thus seems to derive from -tti. 
 
Strong conjugation 
 tubittɕi ‘to.fly-CONTINUATIVE’, kugittɕi ‘to.row-CONTINUATIVE’, ikittɕi 
‘to.go-CONTINUATIVE’, ffittɕi ‘to.fall(e.g. rain)-CONTINUATIVE’, utuɕittɕi 
‘to.drop-CONTINUATIVE’, kiɕittɕi ‘to.cut-CONTINUATIVE’, fttɕittɕi ‘to.tie.up-CONTINUATIVE’, 
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purittɕi ‘to.dig-CONTINUATIVE’, idaɕitɕi ‘to.put.out-CONTINUATIVE’, mutɕittɕi 
‘to.carry-CONTINUATIVE’, kaittɕi ‘to.buy-CONTINUATIVE’, vvittɕi ‘to.sell-CONTINUATIVE’, 
numittɕi ‘to.drink-CONTINUATIVE’, faittɕi ‘to.eat-CONTINUATIVE’, asɿpittɕi ~ asɿbittɕi 
‘to.play-CONTINUATIVE’, numittɕi ‘to.drink-CONTINUATIVE’, araittɕi ‘to.wash-CONTINUATIVE’, 
kavvittɕi ‘to.put.on(headwear)-CONTINUATIVE’, ffittɕi ‘to.close-CONTINUATIVE’, nivvttɕi 
‘to.fall.asleep-CONTINUATIVE’, aʑʑittɕi ‘to.say-CONTINUATIVE’, kirittɕi 
‘to.kick-CONTINUATIVE’, kiɕittɕi ‘to.put.on(e.g. clothing)-CONTINUATIVE’, biʑʑittɕi 
‘to.sit.down-CONTINUATIVE’, sɿnjittɕi ‘to.die-CONTINUATIVE’ 
Mixed conjugation 
 ukittɕi ‘to.get.up-CONTINUATIVE’, urittɕi ‘to.get.off-CONTINUATIVE’, utɕittɕi 
‘to.fall-CONTINUATIVE’, stɕittɕi ‘to.discard-CONTINUATIVE’, fiːttɕi ‘to.give-CONTINUATIVE’, 
miːttɕi ‘to.see-CONTINUATIVE’, iːttɕi ‘to.get-CONTINUATIVE’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 kiɕittɕi ‘to.come-CONTINUATIVE’, ɕiːttɕi ‘to.do-CONTINUATIVE’, arittɕi 
‘to.be(inanimate)-CONTINUATIVE’, urittɕi ‘to.be(animate)-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 
The Uruka dialect 
Uruka dialect shite-continuatives consist of ari-continuative forms to which -tti has been 
attached. 
 
Strong conjugation 
 tuvitti ‘to.fly-CONTINUATIVE’, asɨ̥pitti ‘to.play-CONTINUATIVE’, numitti 
‘to.drink-CONTINUATIVE’, kuɡittikaɾa ‘to.row-CONTINUATIVE=ABLATIVE’, ikitti 
‘to.go-CONTINUATIVE’, idaʃi̥ tti ‘to.put.out-CONTINUATIVE’, muʧitti ‘to.carry-CONTINUATIVE’, 
utuɕitti ‘to.drop-CONTINUATIVE’, ffitti ‘to.fall(e.g. rain)-CONTINUATIVE’, puɾitti 
‘to.dig-CONTINUATIVE’, ki̥ɕɕiti / kiɕɕiti ‘to.cut-CONTINUATIVE’, ɕimaɾitti 
‘to.tie.up-CONTINUATIVE’, kaʋʋitti ‘to.put.on(headwear)-CONTINUATIVE’, aɾaitti 
‘to.wash-CONTINUATIVE’, kaitti ‘to.buy-CONTINUATIVE’, ʋitti ‘to.sell-CONTINUATIVE’, 
muɾaitti ‘to.receive-CONTINUATIVE’, faitti ‘to.eat-CONTINUATIVE’, bjuːitti 
‘to.get.drunk-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 kiɾitti ‘to.kick-CONTINUATIVE’ 
Mixed conjugation 
 uɾitte̝  ‘to.get.off-CONTINUATIVE’, utittii ‘to.fall-CONTINUATIVE’, ffitti 
‘to.give-CONTINUATIVE’, stitti ‘to.discard-CONTINUATIVE’ 
Irregular conjugation 
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 kiɕi̥tti ‘to.come-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 
The Miyaguni dialect 
Miyaguni dialect shite-continuatives consist of ari-continuative forms to which -cci has been 
attached. The suffix seems to have undergone affrication, as in the Bora dialect. 
 
Strong conjugation 
 kuɡicci ‘to.row-CONTINUATIVE’, iki̥ccie̝  ‘to.go-CONTINUATIVE’, ficci ‘to.fall(e.g. 
rain)-CONTINUATIVE’, utu̥si̥ttˢi ‘to.drop-CONTINUATIVE’, kï̥sïtte̝ ‘to.cut-CONTINUATIVE’, 
po̝ɾitʨi ‘to.dig-CONTINUATIVE’, idaɕiʨi ‘to.put.out-CONTINUATIVE’, uvitʨi 
‘to.sell-CONTINUATIVE’, no̝mitʨi ‘to.drink-CONTINUATIVE’, ɸaitʨi ‘to.eat-CONTINUATIVE’, 
asɿpitʨi ‘to.play-CONTINUATIVE’, aɾaitʨi ‘to.wash-CONTINUATIVE’, nuːɾicci 
‘to.climb-CONTINUATIVE’, moɾaitʨi ‘to.receive-CONTINUATIVE’, bʲoːitʨi 
‘to.get.drunk-CONTINUATIVE’ 
Mixed conjugation 
 ucïcci ‘to.fall-CONTINUATIVE’, sï̥cïccï ‘to.discard-CONTINUATIVE’, ɸiitʨi 
‘to.give-CONTINUATIVE’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 ki̥sicci ‘to.come-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 
The Yonaha dialect 
Yonaha dialect shite-continuatives consist of ari-continuative forms to which -tti has been 
attached. 
 
Strong conjugation 
 tubitti ‘to.fly-CONTINUATIVE’, kuɡittiː ‘to.row-CONTINUATIVE’, ʋːɡitti 
‘to.swim-CONTINUATIVE’, ikitti ‘to.go-CONTINUATIVE’, ffitti ‘to.fall(e.g. 
rain)-CONTINUATIVE’, utuɕitti ‘to.drop-CONTINUATIVE’, kɿ̥ɕitti ‘to.cut-CONTINUATIVE’, 
sɿmaittiː ‘to.tie.up-CONTINUATIVE’, idasitti ‘to.put.out-CONTINUATIVE’, mutɕitti 
‘to.carry-CONTINUATIVE’, kaitti ‘to.buy-CONTINUATIVE’, vvitti ‘to.sell-CONTINUATIVE’, 
numitti ‘to.drink-CONTINUATIVE’, feːti ‘to.eat-CONTINUATIVE’, appitti 
‘to.play-CONTINUATIVE’, bjuːitti ‘to.get.drunk-CONTINUATIVE’, aɾeːtti 
‘to.wash-CONTINUATIVE’, kiɾitti ‘to.kick-CONTINUATIVE’ 
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Mixed conjugation 
 uɾitti ‘to.get.off-CONTINUATIVE’, uʨitti ‘to.fall-CONTINUATIVE’, sutittiː 
‘to.discard-CONTINUATIVE’, fitti ‘to.give-CONTINUATIVE’, zzitti ‘to.get-CONTINUATIVE’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 kɿ̥ɕi̥tti ‘to.come-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 
The Kurima dialect 
Kurima dialect shite-continuatives consist of ari-continuative forms to which -tti has been 
attached. 
 
Strong conjugation 
 tubitti ‘to.fly-CONTINUATIVE’, kuɡitti ‘to.row-CONTINUATIVE’, iki̥tti ‘to.go-CONTINUATIVE’, 
utu̥ɕi̥ ti ‘to.drop-CONTINUATIVE’, f̩faɕi̥tti ‘to.cut-CONTINUATIVE’, ʨi̥ɕitti 
‘to.cut-CONTINUATIVE’, smaɾitti ‘to.tie.up-CONTINUATIVE’, ffi̥tti ‘to.fall(e.g. 
rain)-CONTINUATIVE’, idasi̥ti ‘to.put.out-CONTINUATIVE’, vvitti ‘to.sell-CONTINUATIVE’, 
numitti ‘to.drink-CONTINUATIVE’, faitti ‘to.eat-CONTINUATIVE’, aspɿtti 38 
‘to.play-CONTINUATIVE’, bʲuːitti ‘to.get.drunk-CONTINUATIVE’, aɾaitti 
‘to.wash-CONTINUATIVE’, kiɾitti ‘to.kick-CONTINUATIVE’ 
Mixed conjugation 
 uɾitti ‘to.get.off-CONTINUATIVE’, uti̥tti ‘to.fall-CONTINUATIVE’, sti̥tti 
‘to.discard-CONTINUATIVE’, fiːtti ‘to.give-CONTINUATIVE’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 ʨi̥ɕitti ‘to.come-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 
The Kugai dialect 
In the Kugai dialect, shite-continuatives consisting of ari-continuative forms to which -ɕi̥ti has 
been attached, such as aspsɕi̥ti ‘to.play-CONTINUATIVE’ and ukiɕi̥ti ‘to.get.up-CONTINUATIVE’, 
coexist with forms to which -tti has been attached, such as kugitti ‘to.row-CONTINUATIVE’ and 
uɾitti ‘to.get.off-CONTINUATIVE’39. Further confirmation is necessary regarding whether this is due 
to individual differences between speakers or due to influence from the surrounding dialects.  
 
 
                                                   
38 Differently from the other shite-continuative forms, this form consists of a shi-continuative form to 
which -tti has been attached. Further confirmation is necessary.  
39  I obtained forms ending in -ɕi̥ti such as puriɕi̥ ti ‘to.dig-CONTINUATIVE’ and ɕiːɕi̥ ti 
‘to.do-CONTINUATIVE’ in a survey in December, 2011.  
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Strong conjugation 
 aspsɕi̥ti ‘to.play-CONTINUATIVE’, kugitti ‘to.row-CONTINUATIVE’, numiɕi̥ti 
‘to.drink-CONTINUATIVE’, idaɕi̥ti ‘to.put.out-CONTINUATIVE’, utaɕi̥ti ‘to.drop-CONTINUATIVE’, 
mutɕiɕi̥ ti ‘to.carry-CONTINUATIVE’, puriɕi̥ti ‘to.dig-CONTINUATIVE’, ki̥ɕitti 
‘to.cut-CONTINUATIVE’, sɿmaɾitti ‘to.tie.up-CONTINUATIVE’, vviɕi̥ ti ‘to.sell-CONTINUATIVE’, 
kavviɕi̥ti ‘to.put.on(headwear)-CONTINUATIVE’, ffiɕi̥ ti ‘to.close-CONTINUATIVE’, nivviɕi̥ ti 
‘to.fall.asleep-CONTINUATIVE’, kaiɕi̥ ti ‘to.buy-CONTINUATIVE’, faiɕi̥ ti ‘to.eat-CONTINUATIVE’, 
bjuːiɕi̥ti ‘to.get.drunk-CONTINUATIVE’, aɾaiɕi̥ti ‘to.wash-CONTINUATIVE’, andʑiɕi̥ ti 
‘to.say-CONTINUATIVE’, kiɾiti ‘to.kick-CONTINUATIVE’, snjiɕi̥ti ‘to.die-CONTINUATIVE’ 
Weak conjugation 
 ukiɕi̥ti ‘to.get.up-CONTINUATIVE’, uɾitti ‘to.get.off-CONTINUATIVE’, uti̥tti 
‘to.fall-CONTINUATIVE’, sɿ̥titti ‘to.discard-CONTINUATIVE’, fiːɕi̥ti ‘to.give-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 miːɕi̥ ti ‘to.see-CONTINUATIVE’, zʑiɕi̥ti ‘to.get-CONTINUATIVE’, biʑiɕi̥ti 
‘to.sit.down-CONTINUATIVE’, kiɕiɕi̥ti ‘to.put.on(e.g. clothing)-CONTINUATIVE’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 kˢɿ̥ɕittikaɾa / ki̥ɕittikaɾa ‘to.come-CONTINUATIVE=ABLATIVE’, ɕiːɕi̥ti ‘to.do-CONTINUATIVE’, 
ariɕi̥ ti ‘to.be(inanimate)-CONTINUATIVE’, uriɕi̥ ti ‘to.be(animate)-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 
The Shimajiri dialect 
Shimajiri dialect shite-continuatives, too, consist of ari-continuative forms to which -cci has 
been attached. The suffix seems to have undergone affrication, as in the Bora dialect.  
 
Strong conjugation 
 tubittɕi ‘to.fly-CONTINUATIVE’, appittɕi ‘to.play-CONTINUATIVE’, numittɕi 
‘to.drink-CONTINUATIVE’, kugittɕi ‘to.row-CONTINUATIVE’, idaɕittɕi 
‘to.put.out-CONTINUATIVE’, utuɕittɕi ‘to.drop-CONTINUATIVE’, mutɕittɕi 
‘to.carry-CONTINUATIVE’, kiɕittɕi ‘to.cut-CONTINUATIVE’, purittɕi ‘to.dig-CONTINUATIVE’, 
ffittɕi ‘to.fall(e.g. rain)-CONTINUATIVE’, vvittɕi ‘to.sell-CONTINUATIVE’, kavvittɕi 
‘to.put.on(headwear)-CONTINUATIVE’, ffittɕi ‘to.close-CONTINUATIVE’, nivvttɕi 
‘to.fall.asleep-CONTINUATIVE’, kaittɕi ‘to.buy-CONTINUATIVE’, araittɕi 
‘to.wash-CONTINUATIVE’, faittɕi ‘to.eat-CONTINUATIVE’, bjuːittɕi 
‘to.get.drunk-CONTINUATIVE’, azʑittɕi ‘to.say-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 kirittɕi ‘to.kick-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 biʑittɕi ‘to.sit.down-CONTINUATIVE’ 
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Weak conjugation 
 ukittɕi ‘to.get.up-CONTINUATIVE’, urittɕi ‘to.get.off-CONTINUATIVE’, utɕittɕi 
‘to.fall-CONTINUATIVE’, stɕittɕi ‘to.discard-CONTINUATIVE’, fiːttɕi ‘to.give-CONTINUATIVE’, 
snjittɕi ‘to.die-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 miːttɕi ‘to.see-CONTINUATIVE’, ɕɕittɕi ‘to.put.on(e.g. clothing)-CONTINUATIVE’, zʑittɕi 
‘to.get-CONTINUATIVE’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 ɕɕittɕi ‘to.come-CONTINUATIVE’, aɕittɕi ‘to.do-CONTINUATIVE’, arittɕi 
‘to.be(inanimate)-CONTINUATIVE’, urittɕi ‘to.be(animate)-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 
The Karimata dialect 
Karimata dialect shite-continuatives consist of ari-continuative forms to which -ɕi̥ti has been 
attached, as in the Kugai dialect.  
 
Strong conjugation 
 tubiɕi̥ti ‘to.fly-CONTINUATIVE’, asbiɕi̥ti ‘to.play-CONTINUATIVE’, kugiɕi̥ti 
‘to.row-CONTINUATIVE’, numiɕi̥ti ‘to.drink-CONTINUATIVE’, ikiɕi̥ti ‘to.go-CONTINUATIVE’, 
utaɕi̥ti ‘to.drop-CONTINUATIVE’, idaɕiɕi̥ti ‘to.put.out-CONTINUATIVE’, mutɕiɕi̥ ti 
‘to.carry-CONTINUATIVE’, ffiɕɕi ‘to.fall(e.g. rain)-CONTINUATIVE’, puriɕi̥ti 
‘to.dig-CONTINUATIVE’, kiɕiɕi̥ti ‘to.cut-CONTINUATIVE’, ʋʋʋiɕi̥ti ‘to.sell-CONTINUATIVE’, 
kavviɕi̥ti ‘to.put.on(headwear)-CONTINUATIVE’, ffiɕi̥ ti ‘to.close-CONTINUATIVE’, niʋʋiɕi̥ ti 
‘to.fall.asleep-CONTINUATIVE’, kaiɕi̥ ti ‘to.buy-CONTINUATIVE’, araiɕi̥ti 
‘to.wash-CONTINUATIVE’, faiɕi̥ ti ‘to.eat-CONTINUATIVE’, aʑʑiɕi̥ti ‘to.say-CONTINUATIVE’, 
snjiɕi̥ti ‘to.die-CONTINUATIVE’ 
Weak conjugation 
 ukiɕɕi ‘to.get.up-CONTINUATIVE’, uriɕi̥ ti ‘to.get.off-CONTINUATIVE’, utiɕi̥ti 
‘to.fall-CONTINUATIVE’, ɕitiɕi̥ ti ‘to.discard-CONTINUATIVE’, fiːɕi̥ti ‘to.give-CONTINUATIVE’, 
ɕimiɕi̥ti ‘to.close-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 miːɕi̥ ti ‘to.see-CONTINUATIVE’, iʑiɕi̥ti ‘to.get-CONTINUATIVE’, kiɕiɕi̥ti ‘to.put.on(e.g. 
clothing)-CONTINUATIVE’, biʑiɕi̥ti ‘to.sit.down-CONTINUATIVE’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 kiɕiɕi̥ti ‘to.come-CONTINUATIVE’, aɕiɕi̥ ti ‘to.do-CONTINUATIVE’, ariɕi̥ ti 
‘to.be(inanimate)-CONTINUATIVE’, uriɕi̥ ti ‘to.be(animate)-CONTINUATIVE’ 
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The Ikema dialect 
While the three forms given below are shite-continuatives, ari-continuatives are observed in 
almost all cases where one would expect a shite-continuative. The irregular verb form tti 
‘to.come-CONTINUATIVE’, too, is homophonous with the ari-continuative. Further confirmation 
seems necessary regarding whether shite-continuatives are not used in the Ikema dialect or they 
could be obtained using a different survey method.  
 
Strong conjugation 
 kuɡitti ‘to.row-CONTINUATIVE’ 
Weak conjugation 
 sanʥaɾiːti ‘to.fall-CONTINUATIVE’ 
Irregular conjugation 
 tti ‘to.come-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 
The Kuninaka dialect 
As only a small number of examples were obtained for the Kuninaka dialect in the survey, not 
much can be said regarding its shite-continuative, but no examples have been obtained that can be 
said with certainty to be shite-continuative forms. In response to sentences intended to elicit 
shite-continuatives, the forms al̩ʑii ‘to.say-CONTINUATIVE’, niv̩vii ‘to.fall.asleep-CONTINUATIVE’, 
and sɿnii ‘to.die-CONTINUATIVE’ were obtained, while the forms aʑʑiː ‘to.say-CONTINUATIVE’, 
niv̩viː ‘to.fall.asleep-CONTINUATIVE’, and sɿniː ‘to.die-CONTINUATIVE’ were obtained in response 
to sentences intended to elicit ari-continuatives; although they are different, a further survey is 
necessary to determine whether this is a significant difference.  
 
Strong conjugation 
 kavviː ‘to.put.on(headwear)-CONTINUATIVE’, niv̩vii ‘to.fall.asleep-CONTINUATIVE’, al̩ʑii 
‘to.say-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 sɿnii ‘to.die-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 ʨiː ‘to.put.on(e.g. clothing)-CONTINUATIVE’, biʑiː ‘to.sit.down-CONTINUATIVE’ 
Weak conjugation 
 okii ‘to.get.up-CONTINUATIVE’, pˢɿkaii ‘to.be.run.over-CONTINUATIVE’, ɕimii 
‘to.close-CONTINUATIVE’, taskaɾi ‘to.be.saved-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 miː ‘to.see-CONTINUATIVE’ 
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Irregular conjugation 
 ɕiː ‘to.do-CONTINUATIVE’, aɾii ‘to.be(inanimate)-CONTINUATIVE’, oɾe̝ ː 
‘to.be(animate)-CONTINUATIVE’ 
 
It may seem like geminating onbin has occurred in the shite-continuatives of the dialects of 
Miyako, both in those like Uruka uɾitti ‘to.get.off-CONTINUATIVE’ and utittii 
‘to.fall-CONTINUATIVE’ and in those like Bora tubittɕi ‘to.fly-CONTINUATIVE’ and kugittɕi 
‘to.row-CONTINUATIVE’, which have undergone affrication. They are formed in the same way 
irrespective of verb type, however, in the strong, weak, mixed, and irregular conjugations; it 
therefore seems that this is not an onbin phenomenon. 
In strong verb shite-continuatives, suffixes such as -itti and -ittɕi are attached to consonant 
stems, while in weak verb shite-continuatives, suffixes such as -tti and -ttɕi are attached to vowel 
stems. Both kinds of forms consist of ari-continuatives to which suffixes such as -tti and ‑ttɕi are 
attached. 
In forms such as Karimata tubiɕi̥ti ‘to.fly-CONTINUATIVE’ and kugiɕi̥ti ‘to.row-CONTINUATIVE’ 
and Kugai kaiɕi̥ti ‘to.buy-CONTINUATIVE’ and fiːɕi̥ti ‘to.give-CONTINUATIVE’, a form like ɕi̥ti 
(corresponding either to Japanese shite ‘to.do-CONTINUATIVE’ or to Japanese sute 
‘to.discard-CONTINUATIVE’) seems to have been suffixed to ari-continuative forms. Further 
research is needed regarding these forms. 
There are shite-continuatives in which -Qte is suffixed to ari-continuatie forms in the Ishigaki 
dialect of the Yaeyama language, too, such as kakiQte ‘to.write-CONTINUATIVE’, ukeːQte 
‘to.get.up-CONTINUATIVE’, mijaːQte ‘to.see-CONTINUATIVE’, and ɕiːQte ‘to.do-CONTINUATIVE’. 
 
8 Conclusion 
 
As the survey was conducted within a limited period of time,  the amount of data that was 
obtained is limited, as well. Furthermore, the survey was limited to only five verb c onjugation 
forms, namely the perfective (corresponding to Japanese suru ‘to.do-PERFECTIVE’), negative 
(corresponding to Japanese shinai ‘to.do-NEGATIVE’), past tense (corresponding to Japanese shita 
‘to.do-PAST’), ari-continuative, and shite-continuative forms. On the other hand, the survey was 
conducted at a balanced selection of sites, spread over Miyako: Bora, Uruka, Miyaguni, Yonaha, 
Kurimajima, Kugai, Shimajiri, Karimata, Ikemajima, and Kuninaka on Irabujima. Thanks to this, 
we were able to review the conjugation types and five conjugated forms of the Miyako language. 
Further surveys covering a larger number of verbs at each site as well as more conjugation 
forms are needed. In addition, it is necessary to examine the dialects of Ōgamijima; Sawada and 
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Nagahama on Irabujima; Irabu and Nakachi on Irabujima; Taramajima; and so on, which we were 
unable to examine in this survey and which are known to have unique characteristics within the 
Miyako language. 
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